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Method to Assess Human and Community Response for Impulse Noise." The OCE
Technical Monitor was Mr. Gordon Velasco, DAEN-ECE-l.

This study was conducted by the Environmental (EN) Division of the U.S. Army
Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL). Dr. R. K. Jain is Chief of CERL-

EN.

COL Paul J. Theuer is Commander and Director of CERL, and Dr. L. R. Shaffer is
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STRATEGIES FOR AND VALIDITY OF monitoring accuracy with specific reference to bast
NOISE MONITORING IN THE VICINITY noise proceeds along two palallel paths. For the Iirst
OF CIVILIAN AIR FIELDS AND path, tile lesuilts of lifiited Mlast noise nionit in g mical

ARMY INSTALLATIONS two Army installalions arc compamed with colnputei
simulation results and the results falttiludinal surveys
of the community response to blast noise in the areas

4near these same installations. For the second path,
INTRODUCTION metropolitan airport data are used. These data exist

for a number of airports where continuous daily
monitoring was performed for 1 year or more at several

Background sites.3 Studies and analyses are performed on these
It is common practice to use computer-generated data to show, quantitatively, the accuracy that dif-

noise contours or noise zone maps to assess noise ferent sampling strategies would have achieved.
impact and perform noise-related land-use planning. Attitudinal surveys are used to gauge or quantify
In the United States, noise zone maps are usually the community response to some stimulus, such as
expressed in terms of the day/night average sound noise. During the past 30 years, many attitudinal
level (DNL) descriptor.' Most noise zone maps are surveys have been conducted worldwide to better
created by computer simulation programs like the understand and assess human and community response
Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA's) Integrated to noise. These studies, which concentrate mainly on
Noise Model (INM), the Air Force's NOISEMAP, automobile and truck traffic and rail and fixed-wing

or the Army's BNOISE.2  aircraft noise, have resulted in a proliferation of noise

assessment models or descriptors. In general, these
When noise zone maps are used for noise assess- descriptors, in one fashion or another, take into

ment and especially land-use planning, developers account the following:
and other interested parties often question the accu-
racy of the computer simulations and suggest direct 1. Sound level of the noise events.

% measurement to "verify" the computer predictions.
It is naturally assumed that direct measurement must 2. The frequency of the occurrence of the noise
be more accurate than computer simulation. events.

Purpose 3. The time of day at which the noise occurs.
The purpose of this report is to quantify the tempo-

ral sampling requirements for and the accuracy and the In general, one major purpose of the attitudinal
ability of directly measured sampled data to estimate survey is to develop a highly correlated functional
the true yearly DNL. relation between some measure of community annoy-

ance (the dependent variable) with one or another of
Approach these noise descriptors. Over the past few years, the

The Army's main concern is the blast noise created scientific community has generally settled on the use

by such operations as armor, artillery, and demolition, of "high annoyance" as a measure of the community
However most existing monitor data were gathered response, and the use of the day/night average sound
near major metropolitan airports. Thus, the analysis of level (DNL) as the noise descriptor. High annoyance is

defined to be those respondents in an attitudinal survey

and Guidelines for Considering Noise in Land Use Planning 'Richard E. DeVor, et al.. "Development of Temporal
!-:4 and Control (Federal Interagency Committee on Urban Noise, Sampling Strategies for Monitoring Noise, " Journal of the

JAcoustical Society of America, Volume 66, No. 3 (SeptemberJune 1980).

'Inteqrted Noise Model (INM) (Department of Trans- 1979), pp 763-771; Paul D. Schomer and Richard E. DeVor,
portation. Federal Aviation Administration): Community "Temporal Sampling Requirements for Estimation of Long-
Noise Expoaure Resulting From Aircraft Operations: Com- Term Average Sound Levels in the Vicinity of Airports,"

puter Phogram Description. AMRL-TR-73-106 (Department Journal of the Acoustical Societr of America, Volume 69,
of the Air Force. November 1974); and V. Pawlowska and L. No. 3 (March 1981), pp 713-719; and Paul D. Schomer. et
Little, The Blase Noise Prediction Program. User Reference al.. "Sampling Strategies for Monitoring Noise in the Vicinity
Manual. Technical Report N-751ADA074050 (U.S. Army of Airports." Journal of the Acoustical Society of America.

Construction Engineering Research Laboratory ICERLI. Volume 73. No. 6 (June 19831, pp 2041-2050. (Note: These
August 1979?. papers are included as Appendices A. B. and C of this report.)
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who rate themselves in the top two annoyance cate- These data indicate that if the noise environment at an
gories on a five-point adjectival scale when responding installation is specified by computer-predicted DNL.
as to their overall annoyance to the noise environment, then the resulting annoyance predicted by the National
The five adjectival ratings are (1) extremely annoyed, Academy of Science curve will likely underestimate the
(2) very much annoyed, (3) moderately annoyed, true annoyance by a small amount.
(4) a little annoyed, (5) and not at all annoyed. The
independent variable (the noise environment described In analyzing the viability of using directly monitored
by DNL) is normally either predicted by computer impulse noise data, this report looks at the results of
simulation or directly measured. Frequently, direct the attitudinal surveys and the community response in
measurements are used to spot check computer simu- terms of high annoyance as rated against measured
lations. As indicated above, one purpose of this report DNL levels and the National Academy of Science
is to investigate the applicability of direct measurement recommendations. The bottom line, in terms of the
to check computer simulation. Army's interest, is accurate prediction of the corn-

runify response to the noise environment around

For computer simulation, every noise source is Army installations. When measured DNL improves the
tabulated and evaluated: every weapon firing, every Army's ability to properly predict community annoy-
target, every shell, etc. The directivity of each weapon ance, direct measurements should be used to augment
for each firing is factored and a statistical distribution computer prediction. However. when direct measure-
of the received amplitudes as a function of distance ment correlates less well than computer prediction
which reflects variable weather conditions is developed with community response and depreciates the Army's
for each event. The received noise is added at a grid of prediction capability, greater reliance must be placed on
rectangular points covering the installation and the computer prediction and less on direct measurement.
surrounding area. The incremental noise from every
source is added at each of these grid points. When the As an approach to quantifying temporal sampling
summation process is completed, equal noise contours requirements, approximately 1 year of daily DNL
are developed. (or CNEL) data were obtained from several major

metropolitan commercial airports. These data were
Impulse noise--the noise generated by armor, gathered by the airports using several fixed monitors

artillery, or demolition-is assessed using the C- at various locations around the airports. The time-
frequency weighting. Noise events that generate sound series data are modeled and various statistical analyses
levels which fall below a certain threshold are discarded. are performed on these data to show, quantitatively,
Both direct measurement and computer simulation the accuracy that different sampling strategies would
must take into account this threshold and the C- have achieved.
weighting. Clearly, the computer simulation includes
only blast noise produced by the Army installation. Mode of Technology Transfer
For direct measurement, care must be exercised to This report develops guidelines as to when direct
ensure that the noise monitoring results include only measurement can be used to predict community
Army impulse noise and not other noise such as wind- response in the vicinity of Army installations and when
generated noise, helicopter flybys, diesel trains or only computer simulation should be used. Temporal
other nearby sources of high-level, C-weighted noise. sampling strategies are developed for use with direct

measurement. The results of this report will be used
Figure 1 shows data the U.S. Army Construction by the Army Environmental Office and the Army

Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) has gathered Environmental Hygiene Agency to formulate their
which relate high annoyance and the computer- strategy for direct measurement as a part of Instal-
predicted C-weighted DNL in the vicinity of Fort lation Compatible Use Zone (ICUZ) program mandated
Bragg and Fort Lewis. This figure also indicates the by Army Regulation (AR) 200-1, Environmental
National Academy of Science's recommended function Protection and Enhancement (Department of the
for relating community response to C-weighted DNL. Army, 15 June 1982).
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2 ARMY INSTALLATION block were discarded. If the threshold was exceeded
'4 _ NOISE MONITORING for more than 2 seconds, a technician would listen to

the analog tape to see if" the signal was caused by
impulses or by some other source, such as an aircraft

In 1978 and 1980, CERL administered attitudinal or a helicopter. If the technician detected any other
surveys of the community response to blast noise in type of noise source on the analog tape, that 6-minute
the vicinity of Fort Bragg, NC, and Fort Lewis, WA.4  data block was also discarded. Thus, the only data
At the same time the surveys were administered, included were those for which (1) the wind threshold
CERL extensively monitored the actual blast noise was not triggered and (2) no other source could be
produced by installation operations and prepared heard or the event was less than 2 seconds long, or
computer predictions for blast noise in the areas sur- both.
rounding the installations. At both installations, the
computer predictions correlated well with the measured Figure 2 shows the general outline of 'le Fort
community response. The results of direct noise Bragg study area, overlaid with comput, eected
monitoring at Fort Bragg generally correlated well C-weighted DNL (CDNL) contours for the .r before
with the computer predictions, except for areas distant CERL's study. Also shown are 15 of the 1 . toring
from the installation and to the west or southwest. sites (two sites near the airfields measured aircraft

noise and are not shown). The figure grou .: 'reas
The Fort Bragg study was performed in 1978, and by their geographic area and noise zone. ., off-

4-. the Fort Lewis study was performed in 1980. Thus, installation areas in the same general region and noise
- this chapter first describes the Fort Bragg results, then zone are grouped separately. Table 1 lists the computer-

the Fort Lewis results. The details of these studies are predicted and directly measured noise levels by moni-
* discussed below; but based on the lessons learned at toring site.

Fort Bragg, the attitudinal survey at Fort Lewis was
v conducted at eight clusters around eight fixed monitor- At sites I and 2 the measured levels were much

ing sites. This design was chosen to minimize move- higher than predicted because units assigned firing
ment of the monitors. To increase reliability, all points within 1 km of these monitors actually fired
monitors at Fort Lewis were powered from 110-V from much closer than 1 km. In the areas to the east,
sources and the monitoring was performed for a the monitored results ranged from II dB below to 3

- 6-month period. dB above prediction. For the sites at which the
measured levels were close to prediction in the east,

Fort Bragg Monitoring Results the predominant noise all came in one to several days.
In the vicinity of Fort Bragg, 24-hour monitoring each day characterized by a period of high noise

was done at 17 sites. The number of complete 24-hour caused by sound-focus conditions.* In contrast,
days of monitoring at each site ranged from 4 to 67, monitor sites 5, 6, 8, and 9, to the south and west of
with 25 being a typical value. All C-weighted data the study area, exhibited no such focus days. As a
recorded by CERL's monitoring equipment were result, Table 1 shows a much larger difference between
extensively tested and checked to eliminate all but the computer-predicted and the measured values for
blast noise. All data were recorded in 6-minute blocks, those locations.
To reduce the effects of noise generated by wind at
the microphone, the monitors were turned off when The differences between prediction and measure-
the wind meter indicated the winds were blowing at ment seem to follow a trend. Sites 1 and 2, which were

* more than about 18 km/hour. Whenever the monitors very close to firing points, had measured data which
went above the preset peak level threshold of 105 were well above prediction. Sites 3 and 4. which were
dB (95 dB at night), an analog tape recorder and a about I mile (1.6 km) from the nearest firing point.
special digital timer were turned on. If the wind had measured data which were 2 to 4 dB above pre-
threshold signal came on at any time when the recorder diction. Sites to the east (both on and off the instal-
and timer were running, the data in that 6-minute lation) had measured data which were somewhat below

*The velocity of sound changes with altitude primaril.
'Paul D. Schomer. Community Reaction to Impulse because of changes in wind velocity and temperature with

Noise: Initial Army Survey. Technical Report N-100/ADA altitude. This sound velocity profile can focus sound much as
101674 (CERL, June 1981): and Paul D. Schomer, Com- a lens focuses light. The result is the possibility of very loud
munity Response to Impulse Noise. A 10-Year Research sounds focused at far distances (e.g.. 2 to 25 miles) from the
Summry, Technical Report N-167 (CERL. November 1983). source.
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(Crcednmbrsrerset oPtrdclos tbeontcgi rinated caomp urn. ER

During the Predicted
Number of Monitoring for the Entire
Monitoring Period Measured Year

Site* Days** (CDNL) (CDNL) Difference (CDNL)

I 11 63 103 -40 66
2 84 67 88 -11 64
3 34 68 70 -2 64
4 81 69 73 -4 66

%5 81 61 46 +15 58
6 12 60 49 +11 58
7 78 60 49 +11 58
8 44 59 42 +17 55
9 42 61 49 +12 59

10 34 64 53 +11 62
Ii26 59 58 +1 57

12 12 51 51 +6 55
13 28 64 54 +10 61
14 33 60 55 +5 58
15+
16 80 58 61 -3 55
17+

*See Figure I for site locations.
"*During the days that the monitoring occurred.
+Aircraft noise site; blast noise not monitored.
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4', or at the predicted level. Sites to the south and west and monitored levels tend to correlate, they do not
had measured data which were far below the predicted agree. With one exception, the measured levels fall
levels. The very high levels at Sites 1 and 2 are believed far below prediction. These same results were found
to have been caused by Marine units which fired from to the south and west at Fort Bragg. Apparently, the
other than the locations they listed. (Large percentage poor Fort Bragg results to the south and west were not
errors in small distances and firing points closer than dte merely to "riot measuring long enough," as had

300 m to monitors are beyond the scope of CERL's been assumed.
noise contour prediction computer program.)

"- Although a number of theories can be advanced to
For those sites where the measured data agree with explain these poor results, none by itself gives a satis-

prediction, most of the sound energy comes during factory answer. These theories include:
1 to 2 hours over a few days when focus conditions
existed that would cause high noise levels. During 1. Blast noise was lost by deleting data when high
other times, the monitors measured much lower winds occurred (above 18 km/hour).
noise levels. These results are in accordance with Ihe
statistical nature of sound propagation resulting from 2. Sound focusing conditions failed to occur at
the extreme variations caused by weather conditions, the eight Fort Lewis monitor sites during the measure-
The sites to the west and southwest measured levels ment period.
well below prediction. At the time of the Fort Bragg
study, it was thought that this occurred because the 3. The peak threshold (105 dB for daytime and 95
monitoring was not performed for a long enough time. dB for night) deleted meaningful data.

Fort Lewis Monitoring Results 4. The monitoring equipment is fundamentally
At Fort Lewis, 24-hour monitoring was done at incorrect in its operation.

eight sites for 6 months before the attitudinal survey
was administered (II January to 30 June 1980). In 5. The monitored results are correct and the pre-
comparison, the monitoring duration at Fort Bragg diction and measures used to assess community response
was about 5 months at 17 sites, most of which alter- are incorrect.
nated weekly. To minimize the equipment problems
encountered at Fort Bragg associated with moving
monitouing locations, eight fixed locations were chosen
for the Fort Lewis study. All of the Fort Lewis sites
were powered by I 10-V lines and included the normal
uninterruptible power supply in the ('TRL monitor.
As at Fort Bragg, the data were tested to ensure that
only blast noise was included in the monitored results. Table 2
The same wind speed and peak amplitude thresholds Measured vs Predicted CDNL at Fort Lewis
were used at Fort Lewis as at Fort Bragg. This
modified equipment setup improved the overall per- Computer-
formance of the study by increasing the number of Predicted Computer-
successfully completed monitoring days by at least During the Predicted

Monitoring for the
100 percent and reducing equipment failures by at Period* Measured Entire Year

.. least 200 percent. Site* (CDNL) (CDNL) Difference (CDNL)

Figure 3 shows the general outline of the Fort 1 44 34 +10 45
Lewis study area overlaid with computer-predicted 2 45 30 +15 473 59 46 +13 61
CDNL contours for 1 year preceding the monitoring 4 53 46 +7 53
period. The figture also shows the eight monitoring 5 56 43 +13 56
sites: these sites were chosen to include a range of 6 53 37 +16 53
community types (i.e., small town. city, :uburban, 7 49 53 4 50

and cantonment area). 8 54 44 +10 54

*See I igure 3 ftr site locations.
Table 2 lists the computer-predicted and measured **All stations ran for the entire 6 month% with only j tc5

CDNLs by monitor location. Although the predicted scattered days of data lost.
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Figure 3. Predicted CDNL contours, monitor sites and predominant respondent groups in the Fort Lewis study area.
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Figure 4 arrays the attitudinal survey results in Fort Bragg and Fort Lewis Results - Discussion
terms of community response (i.e., high annoyance) vs 1. Can the monitoring be correct and the computer

. the monitored DNL. This figure also includes the predictions and the attitudinal survei't results be in-
National Academy of Science's recommended function correct? The following facts are known: training.
for predicting community response based on CDNL. including artillery fire, mortars, and demolition,
Clearly, if a measured DNL value is plugged into the occurred at a more or less normal rate (perhaps at j
recommended National Academy of Science relation somewhat decreased rate) during the Fort Lewis
for predicting community response, then community monitoring period. The attitudinal survey results in
annoyance is greatly underestimated as compared with terms of community annoyance correlate well with the
the results from the attitudinal surveys. In the discus- predicted noise environment and are in general agree-
sion which follows, this result (i.e., that annoyance ment with the previous survey results and prediction
prediction based on measured levels greatly under- at Fort Bragg. Thirty percent of about 1500 respon-
estimates true annoyance) and the corresponding dents interviewed at Fort Lewis report hearing blast

- results for computer simulation and the data in Figure noise either daily or several times per week, and two-
I are used to analyze some of the causes to explain the thirds of these respondents say that the blast noise
discrepancy between results obtained by computer is much louder than ordinary conversation. The survey
simulation and by direct measurement. interviewers also occasionally reported that they heard

o• so

i Ft Lewis Data

7 Ft Bragg Data70
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.. Figue 4. Survey data, percent highly annoyed (HA) vs measured CDNL. The dashed line is the CHABA recoin-
*'-o'mended relation.
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blast noise when Iihey conducted inlerviews; sometines This is Ihe thieshold se as I lie iec'iimcndcd pIaclicc
during an interview, the building would shake from of the National Academy of Science Committee tin
blast noise excitation. These facts seem to indicate Hearing, Biocoustics and Biomechanics (CHABA).
that the answer cannot lie wholly in the statement Mathematically, there would have to be between 100
that no noise existed. Rather, it appears there was a and 1000 of these "just missed" events per day to
failure to properly record some of the blast noise data. bring the measured values into general agreement with

the predicted levels. So, while it also may be true that
2. Does the noise monitoring equipment property the CHABA procedure should not incorporate this

measure impulse noise? CERL has had about 4 years of 85-dB threshold, the numbers are so small that the
experience with this equipment. It has been tested in total answer cannot lie with the threshold. In the
comparison with every major commercial noise case of Fort Lewis, there are not enough firings to
monitor and always equals or betters any commercial even theoretically explain the discrepancy on the
equipment in terms of measuring a known noise basis of the 85-dB threshold.
source. It has measured blast noise at Fort Bragg and
Fort ('arson using the same general techniques. It has 5. Did all of the monitors fail to be located at
been used successfully for Army source noise measure- ficus points? The sound levels received in the com-

. ments and for many Army sound propagation measure- munity vary statistically. Weather conditions can
merits. It is designed and operated in accordance with focus high-anplitude sound at distant locations. For
all applicable American National Standards Institute example, the Army Environmental Hygiene Agency
standards. A basic flaw in the equipment or general recorded an instance of a noise complaint at one
operation does not appear to be a reasonable explan- installation where a woman reported her house shaking
ation for the poor results obtained from these studies. from artillery noise. Sometime within the 20 minutes

it took someone from the installation to go out to the
. 3. Does deletion of "windy data" delete important woman's house, her house stopped shaking. But the
.- -blast noise data? The general monitoring procedure barn, a few hundred feet away from the house, had

used at Fort Bragg and Fort Lewis was to delete all begun shaking. The point of this anecdote is that sound
blocks of data for which the wind exceeded 18 kin! focuses can, at times, be very localized in nature. It
hour. This was done because wind turbulence gen- may be that none of the eight Fort Lewis monitors
crated at the microphone can cause readings which regularly received these sharply focused sounds,

* will appear as blast noise. The known facts indicate although some percentage of the population near these
the following: there were not many windy days during monitors did receive the sharply focused sounds.

f. the monitoring period at Fort Lewis, so little data were However, this explanation does not seem very likely.
deleted because of the wind threshold. On the other
hand, blast propagation measurements conducted by
CERL at Fort Leonard Wood showed that the greatest Summary

% sound propagation occurred on 1 day during the 4 The directly measured blast noise results at Fort

* week test period when a wind shear occurred at about Lewis, and to some extent Fort Bragg, do not agree

1000 ft (305 m) above ground level.' Thus. it may be with computer prediction or with the community

that some blast noise data were lost because of the response in terms of annoyance or reported frequency

wind threshold. However, the respondent-reported of hearing blast noise. Many reasons can be advanced

frequency of hearing blast noise substantially exceeds for these discrepancies, but none appear to fully

the rate at which windy days occurred at Fort Lewis explain them. However, three of the potential sources

during the monitoring period. So the full answer of discrepancy can be mitigated:

cannot lie in deletion of "windy data."
1. The wind threshold and the peak amplitude

__ 4. Can the 104-dB peak threshold be deleting blast threshold can be altered if windscreens are improved
noise data? The 105-dB peak threshold corresponds to and if a multiple microphone technique can be devel-
a blast having about an 85-dB sound exposure level. oped to separate wind-induced noise from blast noise.

2. With windscreen improvements and a multiple
'. Dmicrophone array, it may be possible to set the peak

p. D. Schomei. et at.. The Statistics of Amplitude and threshold at 95 or 100 rather than 105 dB; the wind
Spectrum of Blasts Propagated in the Atmosphere. Technical
Report N-13, Volume I (ADA033475) and Volume 2 (ADA speed deletion level could then be set at perhaps
03361) ((ERL. November 1976). 30 instead of 18 km/hour.
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3. The only answer to the question, -'Are we The techniques of time series modeling geneallyr measuring long enough to obtain a good statistic~d provide a powerful method for assessing mean level

sample of what the weather effects are likely to be on estimation precision and for formulating sampling
the sound propagation?" is to measure for a very long strategies. Appendix A fully describes the use of the
time, and clearly this can be done. Dynamic Data System (DDS) for doing analyses based

on titting Autoregressive-Moving Average (ARMA)
The general results of the Fort Bragg and Fort time series models to the daily average noise level data.

S. Lewis studies seem to dictate that no more monitoring The analysis in Appendix A uses about 1 year's daily
be performed for noise contour verification purposes CNEL data gathered at several sites around San Diego's
(except possibly near to the sources) until the wind- Lindbergh Field and Miramar Naval Air Station and
screens used with the noise monitoring equipment are shows a high degree of positive autocorrelation in
improved and until a multiple microphone technique CNEL values from day to day. This day-to-day positive
is developed which can better separate wind effects autocorrelation is to be expected because of prevailing
from true blast noise data. Also, any future monitoring winds, slowly varying weather fronts, and the relative-
should be done for at least 1 year in order to better ly constant set of daily operations and fleet mix at
account for the extreme variation in sound propaga- commercial airports. The autocorrelated nature of the
tion and focus location. data, particularly the degree of positive autocorrelation

among neighboring observations, increases the amount
of consecutive sampling required to estimate the long-
term mean level with a given level of precision over

SAMPLING STRATEGIES FOR sampling where independence is assumed.
3 MONITORING NOISE IN THE

VICINITY OF CIVILIAN AIRPORTS In Appendix B, the DDS method is used to model

about 8 months of dafly CNEL data gathered at 12

Introduction sites near Los Angeles International Airport. The

When one can monitor blast noise, such as near an results given in Appendices A and B form a set of
installation, then a temporal sampling strategy must be guidelines for sampling strategies near civilian airports.

developed. This chapter uses commercial airport data However, these results use only CNEL data and are

to develop a notion about temporal sampling require- only for west coast airports.

- ments in general. The next chapter relates the airport
" results to the Army situation. Appendix C extends the analysis to east coast

airports and to the use of the DNL noise descriptor.
The general problem underlying temporal sampling Specifically, about 13 months of dafly DNL data

requirements for estimating long-term average sound were obtained for 15 sites near Boston's Logan Air-
levels at civilian airports is the associated statistical port, and about 9 months of daily DNL data were
assessment of the precision of the estimates of mean obtained for nine sites near the Washington, DC,
sound level. With only a few exceptions, most tech- Dulles Airport and 14 sites near the Washington,

niques in use today for sampling community noise DC, National Airport. The DDS method was again

call for sampling over relatively short periods of time, used to model these dafly DNL data. Monte Carlo

i.e., from a few minutes to perhaps a single day. simulations were performed to verify the sampling

However, the time varying nature of noise data when requirements obtained from the DDS data modeling

viewed as a time series (hourly or daily averages) and to study alternatives to consecutive sampling.

suggests that short-term sampling may lead to serious The results of these analyses, along with the results

. inaccuracies in the estimation of a long-term (yearly) given in the other two appendices, are used to form a

* mean noise level. For example, the 24-hour periodic set of guidelines for sampling strategies in the vicinity

pattern in hourly mean sound level may vary from of civilian airports.

about 40 to 85 dB. The Community Noise Equivalent
" Level (CNEL) and DNL noise descriptors both com- The DDS method can be used to develop para-

monly vary from 45 to 80 dB. These wide ranges for metric stochastic time series models of the ARMA
'.'. sound level, together with the fact that the data in class. Daily sound exposure (Eq 1), when viewed as a

general exhibit high positive autocorrelation and high time series of values X1 , X2 .... XN, has been
coefficients of variation, suggest that small or short shown to be well characterized by such models (Ap-

V sampling periods or both may provide imprecise and pendices A and B). This makes it possible to determine
inaccurate mean value estimates. the precision associated with an estimate of the yearly
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mean sound exposure level when the observed daily where u2 is the residual mean square br the fitted

values X, are aitocorrelated. ARMA model. Given the above variance estimate,
100 (1 -c) percent confidence intervals of the form

The general ARMA model is given by
X "± t N (n + no. I a/2IVariance(X)I I/2  Fq 3j

XI = 0 I Ett 3 ~*~~L X t Xt 1 +02 X( 2 +'"On Xt n
+at@ tat 1  0,a, 2 - a may be obtained for the true yearly mean sound

t[Eq 1] exposure level, thereby providing an estimate of the

precision associated with the sample mean X.
where:

Discussion
,..-. X t is the noise level (daily average) for day t. In summing the modeling results across the Boston

t. and Washington Airports (Appendix C). it becomes

at is the random disturbance for day t. apparent that a number of the sites exhibit nonsta-
tionary behavior; i.e., the mean level changes over the

01, .... ,,are autoregressive parameters. year. As a result, long-term consecutive sampling
requirements are very large, often constituting more

Sm are moving average parameters. than one-third of a year. This result is much different
than the sampling requirements analysis for the west

G h s t p t ocoast airports which exhibit, in general, a stationary.-,G i v e n t h e t i m e s e r i e s X 1 t h e a p p r o p r i a t e o r d e r o f t h es t c a i c t r t u e o r a n n i e y a 's d a . I
ARMA model (the proper values for n and m) may be stochastic structure over an entire year's data. In
determined and the paraneters of the model may be attempting to delineate differences in the character-

estimated by the nelhod ofleast squares.6 istics of the east and west coast airports and the
e a y e d s rsampled data obtained, two observations can be

Most of the filled ARMA models obtained for tie noted: (I) the west coast airports are one-direction,
data analyzed in this report are of relatively low order. one-runway airports, and (2) the monitoring sites for

For example: the west coast airports are generally closer to the
runways. The results relative to the east coast air-

AR (1): Xt 01 Xt -I + at ports suggest that any analysis should be confined to
data covering substantially a period of I year.

AR (2): Xt 0 Xt 1 + 12 Xt 2 + a, Figure 5 summarizes the results for all of the air-

ARMA (1, 1): Xt = 01 X 1 a, - O at-, ports modeled (airport sites only), including Dulles.

National, and Logan from Appendix C and Los Angeles

The ARMA models fit to the daily sound exposure (including one site from Lindberg Field) from Ap-

time series X t may be used to estimate the precision pendices A and B. This figure graphically represents
-associated with the sample mean X. It can be shown the similarities and differences among the airports in(Appendix B) that the variance estimate of the sample terms of their sampling characteristics. The resultsApnimean is given by generally show that the west coast airports (typicallymean is gv ^ "2 one-direction because of prevailing winds off the

0 o [ ocean) tend to have lower coefficients of variation and
- " 1^'2 a i=121 comparable autocorrelation factors relative to the

Variance (X) = multirunway or multidirection (variable wind) or both
0 - characters of east coast airports. These results produce

-1jl overall sampling requirements for the west coast
L i airports which are generally lower than those for

the east coast airports.

Because of the presence of nonstationary trends
and large sampling requirements for some ot the data.
Monte Carlo sampling experiments were performed
with the Los Angeles, Boston, and Washington data.

'S. M. P-'dit and S. M. Wu, Time Series and System Through such simulations, generalized sampling
Analysis: MouelingAppllcations (John Wiley and Sons, 1982). strategies, including alternatives to consecutive

'S .
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sampling, may he examined. Such alternate strategies sites which exhibized nonstanonarv behavior. To

may require fewer total samples than consecutive guarantee a ± 60 percent precision level for these

sampling and provide a means to accommodate trends. airports, it is required to sample I week from each
quarter over the entire year.

-e." Sampling experiments were performed on those ...
Sapig xeir p e oIn considering the results of the simulation experi-

sites with I year of reasonably continuous data. In ments involving requirements of 56 days of sampling,
the first set of experiments, the total number of it is noted that for Los Angeles, t 35 percent precision
samples taken to estimate the mean noise level for each is attainable for all sites regardless of the sampling

strategy was 28 days; in the second experiment, the strategy except for Sites 12 and W3. For these two
total number of days was 56. site,; ± 35 percent precision is obtainable by sampling

for I week out of each eighth of the year. For the
Figures 6a through 6h show the Monte Carlo
Figures trg 6Boston and Washington airports, ± 40 percent precision

simulation for Los Angeles, Boston, National, and can be achieved for all sites if eight I-week samples
Dulles airports. respectively. For Los Angeles, periodic are taken, one from each eighth of the year.

sampling indicates a slight but not marked improve-
ment iv predictive precision over consecutive sampling. For Los Angeles, the DDS modeling consecutive
With the exception of two sites, the Los Angeles results sampling requirements and those obtained from the

- show that a ± 50 percent precision can be attained with Monte Carlo simulations are generally about the same

28 samples, regardless of the sampling strategy chosen. (see Table 3). These sites exhibit a stationary stochastic
For the Boston and Washington airports, significant structure for the entire year and the simulations verify
improvements in the predictive precision can be the DDS modeling results. The same comparison holds

. achieved by periodic sampling, e.g., I week from each for Boston sites 1, 5, 8; Dulles site 8; and National sites
quarter over the year. This is particularly true for those 15 and 20. These sites exhibit stationary behavior.

Table 3
Comparison of DDS and Monte Carlo Simulation Results

DDS Modeling Results Monte Carlo Simulation Monte Carlo Simulation
Consecutive Samples Results % P for Results % P for

Site For P = ±50% 28 Consecutive Samples 56 Consecutive Samples

L.AX. A1 6 26.0 17.o
L.A.X. A2 19 32.0 22.0
L.A.X. -I 4 24.0 15.0
L.A.X. 1'.2 8 32.0 24.0
L.AX. 12 30 77.0 47.0
L. A.X. L2 I1 35.0 18.0
L.A.X. W2 16 36.0 25.0
L.A.X. W3 60 81.0 52.0
L.A.X. W4 11 40.0 28.0
BOSTON I I 40.0 25.0
BOSTON 3 60 71.0 78.0
BOSTON 4 128 121.0 116.0
BOSTON 5 35 65.0 49.0
BOSTON 6 79 93.0 42.0
BOSTON 8 31 51.0 39.0
DULLES 1 90 57.0 46.0m DULLIS 4 Nonstationary 74.0 47.0
DULLES 6 158 93.0 56.0
DUtL[:S 7 34 47.0 24.0

SDULLI':S 8 10 32.0 20.0
DUL .IS 10 62 55.0 39.0
NATIONAL 13 48 72.0 46.0
NATIONAL 14 97 55.0 52.0
NATI(ONAI. 15 15 47.0 35.0
NA IIONAL. 18 14 96.0 90.0
NA IIONAt. 20 1t 26.0 20.0
N AIONA1. 21 67 74.0 57.0
NAtIONAL 22 159 80.0 66.0
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For the sites exhibiting nonslationary behavior at a factor ol 2 in the Amy case over the puhlic airport
Boston, )ulles, and National, the comparison of' the case implies sampling strategics requiring 16-04 wecks
DDS modeling and simulation results are not always tit of the year. In effect, due to the variability in
consistent. In particular. the DDS models may over- dav-to-day operatioms coupled with the variability
quote the consecutive sampling requirements needed of sound propagation over long distances, the olly
for a particular level of precision when compared with way to estimate the yearly ('DNL in the vicinity of an
the simulation results. This is particularly true for site Army base with any degree of precision is to measure
6 at Boston, site 6 at Dulles, and sites 14 and 22 at the ('DNI. for the entire ear.
National.

Summary
The results generally show that the west coast

,'-. airports tend to have lower coefficients of variation I
" and comparable autocorrelation factors relative to the 5 CONCLUSIONS

multirunway and/or multidirection (variable wind)
east coast airports. These results produce overall
consecutive sampling requirements for the west coast
airports which are generally lower than those for the precision (95 percent confidence) of ±2 to ±3 dB isiroeast coast airports, generally achieved with 4 to 8 weeks of monitoring;

I week from each eighth of 1 week from each quarter

A precision (95 percent confidence) of ±2 to ±3 of the year, respectively.
dB is generally achieved with 4 to 8 weeks of mon-
itoring; I week from each eighth or I week from each 2. The results in Chapter 2 show that monitored
quarter of the year, respectively, levels may differ substantially from computer simula-

tion predictions. In view of the community response
data which correlate well with computer simulation
and which indicate the presence of substantial irnpul-

EXTENSION OF THE AIRPORT sive noise, it can only be concluded that either the4 TEMPORAL SAMPLING RESULTS current monitoring techniques are inadequate to
TO ARMY INSTALLATIONS measure the true impulsive noise and that the current

results are biased to the low side or that the computer
predictions are high and communities respond ad-

The airport results (Chapter 3) show that a preci- versely to much lower levels of impulsive noise than
sion (95 percent confidence) of ±2 to ±3 dB is general- is commonly believed. The former seems to be the
ly achieved with 4 to 8 weeks of monitoring; 1 week more reasonable conclusion.
from each eighth or I week from each quarter of the
year, respectively. Because the extrapolation of the airport data

(Chapter 4) indicates impulsive noise monitoring
The point of closest approach of airplanes to any must be continuous to properly measure the CDNL

46 noise monitor is never more than a few thousand feet. and because survey data show that even continuous
The operations at civil aviation airports are quite monitoring will generally be biased to the low side
regular throughout the year; that is, the airport sched- (except near base boundaries), the general recom-

" ule remains relatively constant. In contrast, training mendation is that monitoring not be performed until
operations at an Army base are much less regular and monitoring techniques can be improved and a good
the "point of closest approach" from firing points to correlation achieved between monitoring and atti-
monitors may be at distances of 5 miles or more. tudinal survey results. Until then, it is recommended

that reliance be placed only on computer simulation
Since precision is proportional to the square of the since these results correlate better with attitudinal

number of samples, an increase in variability of only surveys.
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This p.ape addresses the problem of the estimation or the long-term (yearly) mean of the Comnmunaity
Noise E~quivalenst Level (CNEL) or day/night Avetife srund level (Lo,) Reoeni ensironmental aoise

~~ .5 standardsi h%.e enta1'ha~ied the signilwance of this psroblems. Whole at is possible tos continually nionhivir the
noise level. it as nota necessarily dsiahie tsr practical. It is desirable to %ample the level over a relatively
asim perusal of time ansd use this infainnaion to draw reliable inferences about the long term mean level.
Iinamanation of daily avenage tusse levels (either an mean square pressure of an doiss units) shoiws that
while the data m.'y be stationary wath re-pest to mean level over a several mntth period, they ephalitt a

* strungt prites of autocorrelation in whaich positive correlation predominates. As a result. the sample sizes
required to achieve a desired level of precision in the sample mean estimratc are nmuch larger than they
would cOtserwise be if the data were unersrrelaaed serially an tiane. To asvms the In el of autoururrelation an
the data autoeegtesive-movang average (ARMA) models are developed for the noise data via the

J 4 Dyraamic Data System (DDS) approuch to time %enes analysis. These mondels are thens used to derive
a? etimates of the saniplr mean variance and therefore to evtablish samphing strategies. For the data

examined. to obtain an estimate of the mean level vithi a S-.dl range (-*5o5% st the nmean an mean
eqate presaure units), sample sizes an the range of 20-50 cosscutive daily avetrce would be required.
If the daily avierages were uncoreelated an time, only 5-15 consecutive da.ily averagtes wol be tequired.
The data used an thi study were obtauin from continuous monitoiring at a number of sites in the viemiity of
a busy Naval Air Station, Some d3ta obtained from a large commercial airport *ere also analyzed and
foanid to have eve" stronger positive autocorrelation. and therefore requiitng even larger sample sizes for
aiain value estimation

* a~~ PACS numbers:43.50.Sr, 43.50.Qp. 43.50Lj

SLIST OF SYMBOLS Of ith autoregressive parameter

%. v, A t th mioving average parameter
X, Adaily CNEL a1 time I G, ith Green's funictioin value

LVar (X) The variansce of the sample nsivana 0,a Random shock occurring at timet
yo The va2riance of the Xo' 0 The variance of the random shocks at
N The nuamber oobevtnsB The backward shift operator

h Timela1_/2 Unit normal statistic at the a sSignifican1ce
Y& kth lag covarinnce between X, and X,.. level

INTRODUCTION the results hererin should be equally applicaiblo to nioni-

Assessment of comtmunity noise is an importanat data toring Lnx. In thsis regard, the appr-opriate samiple in-

analysis problem currently receiving considerable at terval size and the total amouunt of informa.tion collected
teto nboth the public and private sectors.'-' In thi for the specified sample interval are the sampling pars-

tentin inthiS meters of Interest.
paper, we will examitne the fundamettat problem of
estiniating the longi terns average noise level based on To ration.-lly embrace the problem posed above, it is
measurements of the Community Noise Equivalenst necessary to reveal the prrsbahilistic nature of the noise
Level (CNEL). Tsae to the close corresponidence be.. level signal as it evolves serially an time. This is so
tweea CNEL and the dlay/night average sound level Lux, since the techsniques of estimation and statistical in-

763 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 6603). Sept. 1979 000l 4966 79.09076309$00.80 0 1979 Acoustical Society ol America 763
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ference brought to bear on such a problem are depen- level of precision. While this information may be quite
dent upon the underlying statistical characteristics of useful from an environmental impact point of view, it
the data, in particular, the serial correlation of the will be both insightful and necessary to carefully ex-

I data. The inherent time-varying behavior of the data amine the time-varying nature of the signal over the
suggests that its stochastic nature should be fully re- entire year. This will not only impact the estimation
vealed. In fact, it becomes clear after only a cursory and inference problem, but strongly influence the prac-
examination of the signal to be sampled that time series tical interpretation git en to an average or mean level
analysis of one form or another will be required to ob- estim: e.
tain a valid and efficient temporal sampling stratelgy.

In recent years, time series modeling via the class of A. Autocorrelated nature of the data

autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) models has re- If a series of ob!;ervattons X, X . . is used to
ceived considerable attention both ill niodeling str:itegy estimate the average yearly noise level, the specific

6 development and modeling applications. Itecently, Pan- nature of the autocorrelation in the data will impact the
dit and Wu' have proposed a new strategy for time precision of this estimate. The precision of the

. series modeling referred to as Dynamic Data System estimate of the true mean level is given by
(DDS). The DDS approach combine,; the modeling ohf
deterministic trends includinleriodicitieshyageiieral- Var(X1= .-- [+ 2 (1 - -- v.] (I)
ized Laplace transform and the modeling of the remain-

ing stochastic variation including stochastic trends and where yio= Var(X,), k =time lag, N = sample size, and
periodicities by the general class of autoregressive- y6=kth lag auto covariance between X, and X,.,.
moving average models. Since the models developed
are parametric in nature, they have the advantage of If the data are uncorrelated, then y. = 0 for k -. I and

being able to describe the autocorrelated nature of the Var(A' = Yo/N. (2)
data in simple, closed forms which greatly facilitatesthe ean eve estmaton ald nfernceprobem.Therefore, a (I - ca)l00% confidence interval for X will
the mean level estimation aiid inference problem, be given by

In this paper, we will examine the use of ARMA .z, [Var(f)j"2. (3)
models as an approach to the characterization of com-
munity noise level data. This approach is considered Strictly speaking, the I distribution should be used in-
to have significant potential, since it not only contri- stead of the unit normal, z distribution to account for
butes to the solution of the sampling strategy problem the uncertainty in estimating the variance of the sam-
for CNEL mean level estimation and inference, but pIe mean. Htowever, for the sample sizes encountered

*also can provide a methodology for monitoring and mu- in this paper, the I distribution is closely approximated
deltig noise level tor the detection of significant shifts by the ? distribution. While the X , need not be Gaussian,
in level, and can serve as a basis for the analysis of the they should fluctuate about a fixed mean level with a

* .relationship between noise level amid other physical constant pattern of irregularity, i.e., be stationary.
phieno etna. it tie fo~rmultit of the sampling strate-
gies presented here, an analysis is conducted ou CNEL If the data are autocorrelated, then Eq. (1) may be
data obtained from several sites lii the vicinity of NAS rewritten as

Miramar, San l)iego, CA. The paper is presented in Var(X) = (yo/N)C, (4)
four main sections. The first section provides a dis- where C is a factor which varies with and accounts for
cuission of the problems which autocorrelated data po0e the specific autocorretated nature of the data. In gene-
to the mean level infereice problem and formulates the ral, for positively correlated data the autocorrelatio
problem mathematically via the ARtMA class of sto-
chastic models. The second section briefly describes factor C will be greater than 1.0 wtile for negatively

correlated data it will be between 0.0 and 1.0. Thisthe proltnd the third section, i'cling re- phenomenon can be appreciated intuitively by examina-tion of Fig. 1. It is clear that for positively correlated
suits arc presented for two noise time series and an
assessment of the precision of the estimation of the data the excursions or runs above and below the mean
mean noise level is provided. The precision assess- produce sample averages with wider dispersion about

-via the DDS modeling method is coon- the true mean than if the data were random. Similarly,

npared to results obtained under te assumption thth cessivehi add al ehtend tt
.- noise data are uncorrelated in time. Finally, the fourth valus which te t rue ea n t

* ", section summarizes the sampling stratety requirements Values quite closely clustered about the true mean.
and discusses the varying results over ttie several sites These characteristic behaviors nkay ie iu.inttfied bV2nd drowischse tvaryingeresults o vier tnd seale the autocorrelation factor, which for thr m ling
from which noise data were obtaiied and analyzed. technique used herein can be shown to lie snolpl a func-

tion of the parameters of an autore grrsivcrnot.n.
I. THE MEAN LEVEL INFERENCE PROBLEM average nmodel for the data.

At the outset of this study, it war. proposed to formu- B. Mathematical statement of the pqroblem
late a strategy for sanipling the nui,e level signal at a
given location and using the data obtained to estimate Consider a finite set of di-.rete measuremi., n 'm t
the veariv average noise level with soie prespec ifid X ,... .X. obtained by antfoi mly s.ioniplg a i-,+,,, ,,
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lot RA~ rdiproach providvs both a miathiematicailly sound and prac-
tically appealing approach to the problem.

11. TIME SERIES MODELING BY DYNAMIC DATA
SYST EM (DDS)

A. The DOS modeling approach

Modeling of stochastic phenomna hy the general class
of autoregressive-moving average (AftA) models has

1b () POSITIVE AUTOCORRELATIO4 fifonatrmdusgthn picins inteea

unifed sratgieshav bee prpose tofacilitate this
modeingwithvaringphilsopieson te mdelbuild-

ingproedue, hysca inerpetaionofmodels, and
the winr i whih bth eteriniticandstochastic
treds re odeed.TheDynmicDat Sytem(DDS)
metodoogyhaspariclarappal or evealreasons

whic gobeyod te sope f tis pper Inparticular,
the modeling and interpretation of physical systems is

(C) MGATIVE AUTOCORRELATION ,,,greatly enhanced by this approach.

When only stochastic variation is evident in the dataLAM A AA/ A A(no deterministic trends such as periodicities) the
~ ~ general class of ARMA models given by Eq. (6) is em-

* ~ ~ [MW-/Y p ployed for modeling,

*IXt = Oit. * 0 2Xt, 2 + +. . + . + a,-

3klG. 1. Autocorrelated structures in time series and their -92a- .01-B,~ (6)
impact on sample mean precision. where X, is the observation in the time series at time

1, at is normally and independently distributed:
NID(O, a.), 0,_ ., 6.,: it autoregressive parameters,

signal X(1) at equispaced intervals A/. Let us assume and 0,,.. ., 6,: in moving average parameters. In the
that: DDS modeling methodology, Pi is generally defined to

(1) The sample interval size 461 is a prespecified con~ bei - I although the final appropriate fitted model may
stant and is of a size sufficient to capture the structure. have Pit (n - 1). it can be shown' by employing the
of the continuous signal. elementary theory of linecar operators on Hlilbert space

that any stationary stochastic system can be approxi..
(2) (xA constitutes a stat ionary time series, i.e., mated by aii autoregressive moving average model of

fluctuates about a fixed mean with a constant pattern order Or, t-I1).
of irregularity and For the use and interpretation of the ARMA(n, n- 1)

* .(3) The length of record Nat is sufficient to adequately model class it is useful to consider two important char-
* .encompass the significant long-term features of the con- acterizations of the model: (i) Green's function, and

tinuous signal. 60i autocovariance function. According to Wold's de-
The robem o b addessd i, ten, o dterine composition, X, may be expressed as a sum of ortho-

- -. 'the precision with which the sample mean X? based on N gonal vectors C 1 a,-,, in an infinite dimensional space,
observations estimates the true mean level, or alter- ie.

naieyt pcf the length of record (number of ob- , Ga.()

within a certain prespecified interval at a given level of TeegtGmyeeemndoayfM(,,..1
* .. staistcal ignficacemodel by eqlunting coefficients of like powers of the

For a stationary time series, the {). converge to backward shift operator B in,
zero as k increases so that for l.arge N, FEq. (1) re-
duces to the approximation, (G, - GB - G,,B2 - (. B B-B = - B

The robem f men vbicinfeenc thn reuce to For stable systems, only a relatively few number of
the estimation of {7.1 vectors need to he added to obtain X,. The weights G,

L~a. are referred to as Green's function and are expressable
We will be concerned %it th s fprmti t- in terms of the O's and O's of the model. Physically,

chastic models of the autoregressive-mo% ing average Green's fuinction may be thought of describing the na-
(ARMvA) class for the estimation of the ()I This ap- tore of the dynamiic response of the system to a random
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disturbance a,. If the forcing function a, is removed,
the system response decays t) (lie mean level according \ )f

2

to Gi,. The Green's functioni chiaracterizationi(if the =* ~I, (12

stochastic process is most useful in deriving statistical
properties of the pr~ocess as will be seen later. The approach to assessing the conlfidenice a~iocilted

with the samople wjean V of th- :iutororrelated sequence
The autocoivariance function for the general x" X,..Ava te sflos

ARMA(n,it - 1) model form maly be derived from Eq.
(6), noting that the kth tag autocovariance yv is given ()Ueii ISnoeii itooo~t idb
by suiccssive fittinr the appropriaite AIIMA(ii,tn) model

1% N for the datai. Sin, in generail, the miodels are non-
y,= E(X, X,.,), (9) linear in the parameters, an intcrative nonilinear least

The acttha th autcovriaces[yj an e epresed squares routine is required to estimate the parameters.

solely in terms of the model parameters, 0, 0. and a' (2) Based on the fitted model aiid estimated para me-
V is found to be most useful later when ant estimate of the ters , 9i, and Pi, estimate the variance of the sample

variance of the sample mean is to be obtained given 'an Mean front Eqs. (11) and (12).

apprprite RMAmodl fr th daa. he ppedix (3) Establish a (1 - a)100" confidence intervat for the
provides the equations which define the [ as functions true mean g~ from Eq. (3). "

of 0 e, nd aI..It should be noted that in all of the modeling of noise
In the DDS methodology, the appropriate model for a data which follows, the data are modeled and precision

given set of data is determined by successively fitting estintates in the sample mean are determined in units
models of progressively higher order by the method of of sound exposure or mean-square pressure. Confi-
least squares until a satisfactory fit is obtained. An- dence intervals determined in mean-square pressure
alysis of variance is performed for each model, and the are then transformed to sound exposure level (SL.L) in
F test is employed to determine when the reduction in decibels by the transformation,
the residual sum of squares fromt one model to the next
is statistically significant. Initially, an AIRdA(2, 1) SEL= 10log,,(nioan-square pressure). (13)
model, i.e.,

X,= 0 1XI,4 + 02x,.,1 + a, - 001,.1 (10() 111 ANALYSIS OF NOISE DATA

is fit to thme data. Modtel!, of tile form ARMA(4, 3), To illustrate the modeling techniique emiployed and its
ARMA(G, 5), .. . ,ARMA(2n, 2pi- 1) are thin successively use in the mnic level estimate precision assessmnent

fi. h mdl sincremented by steps of tw'o, i.e., problem, two sets of noise data are examined. One is
fMA(1t Thene i)sotathrotofhemdlcnb derived from a site in the vicinity of NAS Miramar,

eithr ral r cople atany ime threbynotforing San Diego, CA (site 30) while the second was obtained
eih real o olex ataytiephreby iiotmde foraprcswc by nearby Lindb~erg Field (rite WV50), the commercial
adreal rot toscal bav prheit nraoefrisaicproelich Sai Diego Airport. B~oth sets of daia were recorded
dos mnote hy ena thae Fteat chaterstogic.Moince between Januuary aiid June of 1976. Figure 2 shows a
stemtdwhen the nex tihro est fis t soIniiuac map of NAS Miramiar and the locations of several moni-

whe therniext higerorero mde isafitIndvidualg toring sites around the airfield. Figures 3 anid 4 showv

nificance by computing their (I - ct)l00% confidence thdaai nlsporinli)we-suepesr.
intervals. Insignificant parameters are dropped and the Each data point is a time-weitetd 24-hour average

noise level referred to as the Community Noise Equi-remaining parameters ace reeqtimated. In general, an valent Level (CNEL). CNEI. values are determined
ARMA(pi,m) model results. from thme equation,

B. Estimation of the fyjfrom the ARMA model CE=1 o
parameters L4,_ lPf.i

By employing the ARMA, model class to characterize f7200 I~l f" " 1012(t),t] . (14)
a time series of noise data, the ftfor these data [and 25 2f P~t. f10
in Eq. (5)1 can be estimated lIi' functions of the model where 11 20 micropascal and T= 80 400 s.
parameters alone. In particular,0

A. DDS modeling
The DD1S miodeling methodtology was applied to the

Var(X) = . 11 data to obtain an adequate AhtNIA(, psi) model. For the
NAS Miraimar data successive fitting and testing for

adequacy via the F test revealed that an AllMA(8, 7)

berg ield alknn ARtNIA(2, 1) model was found to pro-Tevracofthe disturbances a,. mybcaultd vide an adequate representation.by recursively calculating (tie i,'s fromi tie fitted model
and then substituting into Eq. (12): Table I provides thme fitted miodels and statistical para-
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siE FIG. 2. Map of monitoring sites at

* 1NAS birainar.

* SCALE; .5 nI2

01 14601 ~tJ1i)2

I FIG. 3. NAS Miramar-data from
site 30.
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FIG. 4. I.Indberg Field-data
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from alto W50.
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4, TABLE I. Fitte models an parameter estimates for t'e ('NEL. ieas square pressure data for sites 30 and W10.

Site Fitted AtItAts.m model ., h

NAS X, 0.61 L6i 4- 0.330X,.,. 0.159X, 4  1.69 1e 2.54 10" 1.7 - 1012 t0W.
Miramar + 0. 11SX, 4 -0.13 V, 4

+ 0.0;rX,
site
30 -0.15CL°,-g - 0.0 11X," a , + 0.56nn, 4

0. -O.52.i,. + 0.04iia. 0. 4 K3a,4

-0.1,|9a ., + 0.137a, 4 - O.693a, 4

Isndl.erg X, 0.633X, 4 0.135X,. 2  51.9 x 1W' 116G.57 x 10" 750.21 '10' 182
Field + a, + 0.202a -,
site

4-. w50

meter estimates for both the site 30 and site W50 data. Vir(X)= 4876.37 x lO0 .
As can be seen frons the table, the two noise level time Assuming independence,

series appear to vary considerably in terms of both
their average levels and stochastic structure. For site Vgr(X)=652.0x 1010.

30, the mean level is equivalent to 61.4 dB while for The corresponding 95% confidence intervals are given
site W50 it is considerably higher, 76.0 dB. The d Tr- by

ferences in the autocorrelated structure will be more
,fully revealed whet: an assessment in the precision of (i) Assuming the data are autocorrelated;

the sample mean X is made. 51.9 x 10% 6.98 x i0s.

B. Mean level precision assessment (if) Assuming the data are independent;

To assess the precision of the estimate of the sample 51.9 x 10± 2.60 x 10'.

mean, a (1 - a)100% confidence interval for the trueeian y may be determined. For the site 30 data, u.sintg In other words, while an uncorrelated analysis would
Eq. (11), and h r from t e auable 1, suggest a mean level estimrte within £ 57c bared on the

182 data points, the autocorrelated analysis shows that

Vfir(X) = 4.80 x 1010. our precision is really only about ± 13.4C.

A 95% confidence interval for p. is then given by Eq. (3), For the site W50 (Lindberg Field) data it is clear that

", 1.69 x 10"t 4.29 x 105. the effect of autocorrelation in the data is more drama-
"a' tic in terms of the precision assessment of the long run

In decibel units, the mean estimate is 62.3 dB and the sample mean. The specific effect in terms of the form-

95% confidence interval is bounded by 61.0 dB and 63.3 ulation of sampling strategies will now be examined.
dB. The interpretation of this interval is that we are
95'% confident that the true mean for these data is esti-

. mated within about j 25% in mean-square pressure which IV. DEVELOPMENT OF SAMPLING STRATEGIES

is about minus 1.3, plts 1.0 dB. FOR ESTIMATION OF MEAN NOISE LEVELS

A. Comparision of sample size requirements:
It is interesting to compare the result above to the Independence versus autocorrelated analysis

. parallel result obtained if we assume that the daily

. average noise levels ordered in time are Independent. The quest ion of practical significance to the acousti-
In this case, using Eq. (2), cian studying environmental noise problems is: "How

Vfir(k) = 2.419 x 10i. long must I monitor noise at a particular site to be able
to estimate the long run mean level with a given level of

A 95% confidence interval is given by precision?" In terms of the data we are examining here

1.69 x 108 * 0.305 x 10', this question asks, "llow many days must be monitored "
For example, how larg~e of a sample of daily averages

which says that we can estimate the mean within i 18%. must we obtain? The ans;wer to this question may be
In units of mean-square pressure. lence, by neglect- sought in an effort to validate the predictions of a noise

ig the effect of auturorrelatin in the data we get the level model used in the vicinity of a miitary installation

impression that for a fixed sample of data (here, ap- or to assess and detect possible noise level shifts over
proximately one-third of a year) we can estimate the a period of time.

I mean more precisely than what we really can. Using the data from several sites anrund NAS Mira-

iWhen analyzing the Lindberg Field (site W50) data, mar and vicinity, we will attempt to answer the above

the effect of autocorrelation is even: more pronounced, question and lend some iisight to the general i robleni
* Accounting for the autocorrelated nature of the data, of sampling environmental noise and estimating mean
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levels with some prespectied level of precision re- tinie series of CNEL measurements were formed oter
quired. different time periods to examine thr statiunarity and

Eli-trning to tie site 30 :id site W 50 data previously homogeneity of the data over an extended period of time.

imnodelrud. the qu.t: ion is asked- "flow nany successive Figure 2 shows a nap of the NAS Miramar and the lera-
aily aver.lire values would hair, to be uobtained 1 esti- tion of the sites examined. CNEL contours are also

mate the i.ean level within t 507 in units of mean-square shown oil tis figure.

pressure?" Assumig a 95 cufidence interval of Figures 5 and 6 show portions of the data analyzed for
size * 0.50X (50 t. precision ill the iocan levvt estimate) sites 23 and 31. Visual inspection of those two noise
is required, we have that time series seems to indicate a marked difference in

the time-varying nature of the data. The data for site
0.$0't~ z.* ,dvir(S)]/2. (15) 23 seem much more random in nature than those at site

For the site 30 data, answers to this question are 31, which appears to have more of a positive correla-
- comuipared assuning independence of the data and ac- tion pattern (almost a weekly pattern) with two large
* counting for the autocorrelated structure in the data: "spikes" around the fourth and sixth weeks.

() Independence analysis Modeling by DDS showed that for the site 31 data
Combining Eqs. (2) and (15), and solviiig for N, the (both noise time series) an ARMA(4,3) model appeared
sample size, we find that %'= 12 satisfies the pre- to adequately describe the autocorrelated structure of
eision requirement. the data. For site 23, autocorrelated structure of any

(ii) Autocorrelated analysis significance only seemed to appear at lags 7 and 14

In this ease, combining Eqs. (11) aid (15), we (weekly periodic-type structure). A model of the fol-

find that SX= 23 sampirs (daily Averages) are lowing form was fit to these data:

" required. X,= -0.667X,., - 0.315X, 4 + a,+ 0.355a,.. (16)

When the site WSO data are examined with respect to When the parameters of the above hitted model are used
this precision requiremnent, the comspirison is even to determine the variarfce estimate of the sample mean
more dramatic. While an independence assuniptlor, pro- an interesting result is obtained. Contrary to the re-
duces a sample size requireinent of one week (7 days), stilts front all other sites, the use of Eq. (11) to esti-
correctly accounting for the .iuttworretated nature of the mate Var(f) versus the independence assumption [Eq.
data produces a sample size rec1 "irernent of noci ieo 1  (2)1 show that smaller sample sizes are required when
weeks (50 datvs). When the autocorrelation is "rong, we recognize autocorrelation than when we assume in-
am is the case for the Lindherg Field data. tOw effect of dependence. In summary,
neglecting autocorrelatlon in tht dta is qu s evere in Var(X) -10.4 x 10 1: (autocorrelated),
terms of grossly underestini.tiig the length of tiNie the
noise level must be monitored to assess the mean level VAr(X)- 24.4 x 10 12 (independence).
precision within a given presleCt'fled range.Sp w g sThis suggests that this data is predominated by negative

B. Smmary of modeling results and sample use correlation which in fact explains the somewhat oscitia-
requirements tory appearance of the data in Fig. 5. It is also noted

that the general variance of this data -y. is quite small
In addition to the two sites analyzed above, data were relative to the data from the other sites (0.31 x 1 0i2 vs

obtained from two other sites (23,31) in the area of NAS 2.33 and 2.73 x 10' - for sites 30 and 31, respectively).
Miramar. For one of these additional sites (site 31) two Hence, it is not surprising that the sample size re-

I

20FIG. 5. NAS Mlramar-data

frum site 23.

44

,..a.
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0 FIG. 6. NAS Mlramar-data from
Ussite 31.

0

1 2 3 • 5 6 • • o ,', 2 13 15 WEEKuS

quirements for mean level precision assessment at site Sample size reqtuirements are about 10070 greater than

J23 are quite low. In fact, for a 1 50% precision in the would be called for assuming indep~endence of the data.

jmean level estimate (in units of niean-square pressure) (2) For site W50 (Lindberg Field), Fig. 4 shows the

if auisio ol three dily nelced)Tbting a 25pre-urd ee irregular runs (above, below the mean) seem longer.
ciin onythe daily readings i aocre a reo rselected.sve This suggests even stronger positive correlation. The
dal ednsi uoo.eaini elce) DDS model for this site confirms this general appear-

-Table 11 summarizes the modeling and sampling stra- ance by producing very high sample size requirements
"tegy analysis for all of the sites evaluated. It is into- relative to the assumption of independence (50 days ver-

"resting to observe the wide variation in the autocorre- sus 7 days).
., Ised nature of the data from these four sites and its (3) } For site 23 (Fig. 5) the data ire quite uniformn in

coneommittant impart on the satmple size requirenmnts. mrThe following observations are summarized. variation level (no large spikes) and have mnuchmr

• .* of an oscillatory pattern as opposed to a pattern of
"-(1) !Kites 30 and 31 (Figs. 3 and 6) are typified by data longer, irregular runs. The DDS model conveys. this
'"which have two structural components visible in the mathematically by producing a sample size requirement
. tinm series: (i) irregular runs of average length of which is: Mi much lower than for the other sites, and
.. about 7 days, and (ii) a few very sharp spikes indicating (ii) such that actually fewer samples are required, rel-

that high mean square p~ressure levels occur somewhat ative to assuming independence.

infrequently over an extended period of time. Table 11
indicates that the time series modeling approach re- V. CONCLUSIONS

isponded to these da.,ta characteristics by conveying a
general positive correlation content which produced In this paper, a method for developing strategies for
sanmple size requirements in access of those required temporal sampling of environmental noise has been pre-

under the assumption of no correlation in the data. sented. Data were examnined fronm several sites in the

I TABLE 11. Summary of sample size requirements.

% i150'6 of X precisioa
'R Number Samnple size Sam~ple size

2 is o of Var (nt required required
,Site Model (106) (10i12)  

(1012) data pts. Eq. (12) (t10) (Autoeorrelated) (lndepcndenc~e)

- 23 See Eq. 11G) 1.69 0.308 0.28 126 0.104 1 2
I.N(3. 19.510 (7, t2 5%)

30 APMA(8,7) 1.84 2.535 1.75 105 4.80 23 12

I- 31 AR WA (.1,.3) 1.58 2.332 1.110 140 4.58 33 is

I ",

['"31A ARMA(4,3) 1.63 2.734 1.92 107 5.23 33 16

. S

W5o RMA2.1) 51.9 1186.57 750.21 182 4264.15 r r 7

is6
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area of NAS Miiranmar and a s~ite from Lindberg Field, Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, CA, who pro-
Saai Diego. These data ate t~pified by a strung auto. vided tile data analyzed herein and whose comments and
corr-elAted structure. This autourrelatted structure suggestions were most hielpful in prepatring tilc final
greatly influences ttile estimation of tile variance of lte veralion of this manuscript. The authors gratefully
sample mean ;wid miust be accounted for in the develop- acknowledge the insghtful comments of the reviewers.
ment of valid samnpling strategies. The Dynamic Vata
System approach was used to develop stc~ia'tic auto- APPENDIX
regressive-mioving average models capable of call- + ... l+ea2+ + 6..+ o0 - 8,,- 0,07,
turing this structure in a clocj;d p~aratmetric form. The
parameters of these models are used in the estimation
of the sample mnean variance. While the specific sampl- 0,", 0,- Y,+ . .+ + o3.(-e, - 2GI -
ing plans obtained niay be peculiar only to the airports
studied, the modeling and inference techniques presented -6-e -21i
may he app~lied to a wide range of mean level inference
problems wieii data are autocorrelated.

For the data examined, coniparisons of the sampling
requirements assuming independence and accounting for
autocorrelation show that, in general, more samples
are required accounting for autocorrelation due to the

*predominance of positive autororrelation in the data. Y-1 61y.. 2+ (62Y.- + .. + 0j, -
By neglecting the effect of autocorrelation in the data, frsn
the impressioii is given that for a fixed sample of data, + .. + fr i.

one can estimate tliC mean more precisely thain what
onc really can. For exaniple, when the site WV50 data
are examined the independence assumption produces a
sample size requirement nlf one week (7 danys), white

-~ correctly accounting for the autocorielated nature of
the data produces a sample size requirement of over 11). C. Pies aid 1_ C. Sutherland. "E:valu3tion of Spatial

seve wees (0 das).Samnpling lertniques for Community Noise Surveys," Wylc
sevenweeks(50 dys). etearch. VI Setiindri CA. Rteport #WIt77-5 (for th.* U. S.

Wide differences in the atocorrelit ion structure and uiomnaPrtconAey)197
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APPENDIX B:
A TEMPORAL SAMPLING REQUIREMENTS FOR ESTIMATION

OF LONG-TERM AVERAGE SOUND LEVELS IN THE
VICINITY OF AIRPORTS
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'-".Community noise temporal sampling retporements in geeral, end in the vicinity of airports or other largle
,- noise pniducers in part'uLar, are not well undertood Frequently. the purpose is to stmple and natmmtte the

true yearly Day/Night Average Sound Level IDNLI or Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNELI This
being the case. it t. important to note that day-to-day samples are not independent. but, in fact. the time eries
formed by thes day-to-day samples exhibits an autocorrelated structure For this reason, sampling
requirements are 4 to 8 times larger than are calculated by assuming purely random day-to-day data

Moreover, the data may eshihit weekly and yearly deterministic trends As a result of those fact ors, the
it analysis herein show that sampling requirements sufficien to achieve a precision of 4 2 to - 3 dB of the

true yearly CNEL or DNL value with a 01% confidence level can he summarized as 14 days or totally
random sampling throughoul the year. or 1 4 weeks of quasi-random sampling taken one week at a time. or
at least 30 days of totally continuous %ampling

PAC numbers: 43.50.Lj. 43 50 St. 43 50 Nm

INTRODUCTION CNEL data gathered at several sites around San Diego's
Lindbergh Field and Miramar Naval Air Station. Anal-Recently, increasing attention has been given to the yas of these data showed a high degree of positive cor-

problems associated with high sound exposure levels relation in CNEL values from day to day. This auto-

in the Immediate vicinity of installations such as civil correlated nature of the data, particularly the degree

airports and military bases. From an acoustical point of posittve correlation between neighboring observa-
of view, work Is proceeding on several fronts in the tions, Increases the amount of consecutive sampling

A areas of improved equipment design, better operations required to estimate the long-term mean level with a
planning and new techniques for noise abatement. An given level of precision over sampling where indepen-

" *important element of the overall problem is the mea- dence is assumed.
surement of noise levels and the associated statistical

, assessment of the precision of mean level estimates, In this paper, the dynamic data system method is
Most techniques in use today"' for sampling community used to model approximateLy eight months of daily
noise call for sampling over relatively short periods CNEL data gathered at 12 sites in the vicinity of the
of tine, e.g., from a few minutes to perhaps a single Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). The results
day. However, the time varying nature of noise data of this analysis, along with the previous results, are
when viewed as a time series (hourly or daily averages) used to form a set of guidelines for sampling strategies
suggests that short-term sampling may lead to serious in the vicinity of airports. Of necessity, this paper
inaccuracies in the estimation of a long-term (yearly) uses CNEL data. However, as stated in several ref-

-. average noise level. For example, the 24-h periodic retnces,"'O the correspondence and correlation between
-w- pattern in hourly average sound level may vary from CNEL and DNL are so close as to make the results

aot 40 to 85 dS. The Community Noise Equivalent equally applicable to DNL data.
Level (CNEL) or Day/Night Average Sound Level (DNL)
both commnly vary from 45 to 80 dB. These wide I. THE DATA BASE
ranges for sotd level, together with the fact that the Continuous daily monitored CNEL values were sup-
data in general, exhibit high positive autocorreltion plied by LAX for the period from I May 1977 to
and high coefficiets of variation suggests that small 31 December 1977 for the 12 monitoring locations in-
and/or short sampling periods may provide both m- dicated in Fig. 1. These daily CNEL were transformed
precise and inaccurate mean value estimates, to values denoted by X, on a linear scale, proportional

The techniques of time series modeling, in general, to daily sournd exposure (SE) as shown in (1).
provide a powerful methodology for an assessment of % 10 L - II)

mean level estimation precision and the formulation of
sampling strategies. In a recent paper,' the authors Figure 2 illustrates the resulting data plotted as a
have descrtbed the use of the Dynamic Data System function of day of the year for these 12 sites after
(DDS) for performing theme analyses based on the fitting transforting the data as described in Eq. 1. It must
of Autoregressive-Moving Average (ARMA) time series be noted that these .X values are used because one is

it models to the daily average noise level data. The pre- interested in estimating the yearly mean DNL or CNF I,
vious paper utililed approximately one year's daily value which by definition is estimated by the sample
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Using the DDS method, ARMA models of various
orders were developed for I5 ofi the 10 Above lime

To 6.series of the quantity X. For deltails Of thi iodiiing
method-; and terminolog~y, the icailer is referred to lic

atAuthor's previous paper. 'one of the LAX time seric,
(11, the location of which is shown in Fig. 1) wais foundt
to contain strong deterministic trends and thus wa,,,t
m odeled usingi the DDS stochastic moidels. Usio Ili,,

&Tomethod itescribed in the previous paper, the csliiated
parameters of the fitted ARIMA models were eniplovi'i

.m *, to determiine tie Autoco rrec at ion factors to r each4
the time series and thereatter ('Stiiiiaic the vAriantIif
the sample means. TAble I suniniar iies theot
type and autoioirelatioi tAvtor fur each oI the tie

lo9s. setrii's modeled. This Tabile atlso contiain, tie anipb
nicail and sample variance di'rivd f ronti I iesi' till,
Series. To) aid iii iltertilelatinili tcefficienit of
var iatiioii which is thel ratio of the standa mt dcvi alim

i-iI.o[.iii of~ iioii hr .ui- ,. rh ii icrul% .0 %hion r to th( iiieAi, is also included in Table t.

Based on thi' Assumptioin of indepeiidence- of ihe data
yeary nvan(arihmeic verae). . onitreddat Iu autociurreillon on A day -to -day basis), onie "Al

is feque mesue fill, far ithilii v-ues tha one ii edat a calculate i'lei nunmbe r of samples requi red to esi nialeI
% isn aretid.ditnl ii se furps a ols thn paer ti'a the long-term (yearly) nican for any desired level of

iress teiid vadit iflcos the liirhs ut thi pa ely precisiiin. In this paper, an estimation precision oif
* S~ 5O'R iif the mean wtth A 95'., coiifidence level has beeiiInt"'aii. chosen as typical values for illustrative purposes. it

Ii o rderi to diraw flwipi most coiiiplt coniicl usionsi pMu5 - must he nuoted that a plus -ni inum MY., hand in the e si -
sitle, li data developedt Ii iia, previouus papt will be niatiotit menian X correspoiids to a plus 2- to minus
utilized for the analysis hereiii aloiig with tile lAX 3-dB band on the cstimatiot iif yearly mean DNL or
data. Figure 3 illustrates the location uti two mionitor- CNEL. However, the fitting of an ARMA model to a
ing points utilized in the vicinity iif Miramir Naval Air time series indicates that the series possesses A Posi-
Station. Cher elites at Mtramar Naval Air Station were live autocorrelative structure. And hence, sample
either outside the noise contour area and omeasuring sizes determined assuming independence will under-
other noise (e.g., site 23) or they had significant gaps estimate, in some cases, by a considerable amount,
in the data when ordered serially. A third set of pre- the actual sample size requirements. When the auto-
vious data comes from a monitor located approximiate- correlation factors are rightfully applied, the correct
ly one mile west of the main runway at San Diego's sample size requirements emerge. Table I also pro-
Lindbergh Field. vides the sample size requirements for the estimation

TABLE 1. Moideting results. summary statistics, and sample size requirements for each site.

Coefficient Sample size' Sampte size
Mean of Autaoorrelstion requirement requirement

site Model jr Variance variation factor (independence) tautolcor relation)

Al ARMA(2. 1) 3.59-u10, 2.46. l 1iS 0.403 2.140 3 ii
A2 AIIMAM,5) 6.60'u1o' 6. 3 8 x 10" 0.383 8.189 3 19
El Altit) 3.8-10 1. 17 x 0" 0.279 3.010 2 4
E2 AS MA(4. 3) 1.035 x10O 8.76s x1lol 0.287 5.842 2 R
r2 AR(Ii 7.03 x 10' 6.4 8 x10 "~ 1.140 1.475 20 30
L2 AtlUt 2.27 - 10 1.03 9 loss 0.448 3.353 4 1t
w1 ARtMA(2,1) 2.21"t 0' 5.14ixm10" 0.333 4.980 2
W2 Random 7.44 -0' 5.71 x 10"~ 1.050 1.000 16 1ii
w3 ARMA12. 1) M.90. 10, 6.85 xtoil 0.929 4.517 14 60
Wal AIIMAII. 11 5.03-tO' 5.19 101, 0.492 2.850 4 11
10h ARMA(I. 7) 1 8i4 - 10' 2.53 -10ii 0.865 1.98 12 23
:it AIOMAI431 1.5A" 10'o 2.33 xt10" 0.967 2 35 15 33
who, 4iM(,I .11p- to' 1.19-10O1, 0.863 7.48A 7A,1 50

Sample size refers tii die numher of consecutive sample days needed to predict the long-term mean level within plus 2 in) minus
:1 alit of the true value with 95%~ confidence based on the quantity X In Eq. 1. (independence) means sample sizes hased on !ile
assumption iif mertally independent ata. (Autocorrelation) means sampte sizes based on the assumption of serially autoeor-
retated data.

"Sites at Miramar Navial Air Station.
Site at Lindbergh Field, San Diego, Califiirntak.
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of the mean noise level for both the Cases of assumed pairs were developed and are listed in Tablel 11Ieach
independence And correctly accounting for the autocor- case, correlation coefficients (i.e.. the zeroth tag
related st ructure in the data. In the Table, the auto- cros-correlations) between the X time series and the
correlation factor relationship is not precisely evident corresponding runway operations time series in terms
bf-cause the sample numbers have always been rounded of total daily approaches, departures, and the sum of

stated precision. Table I also provides summary sta- be seen from the descriptions in the Table, data pairs
tistics and saitiple size requirenients for the two iioni- have been selected to emphasize the predominant type
tor sites at Miramar Naval Air Station and the one of operation likely to be encountered at any given mon-
site at Lindbergh Field. These results were previous- itoring location. For example, because of the west -
Iv reported fit Ref. 3 and are included here to demon- bound nature to the traffic flow, site L2 should pre -

I tat h similarity in the results across the three dominantly measure landings on 25L and Location F~2
airprt . shuldmeasure both takeoffs aiid landings in either di-

reto nthe south complex (where "coimplex" dehioa,.
moel tplite sta, sn the moanitr sits the ethrh northern or southern pair or runways at

andth stndrd evaton L IAX). Table ft provides only those estimated cross-
th oigna tmeseries, the coefficient of variation, correlations which were deemed significant in niagni-

thenuberorindependent samples required for *50, tude. While many site noise -operations pairs wereaccuracy ( 12 to -3 dB), the autocorrelation factor and correlated, those not found in the Table resulted inthe true number of samples required for *50' accuracy small (effectively zero) correlation coefficients. Based
taken itoe actcounet, oaueo h im eisi n the amount of data available, correlation coefficientstake int accunt.in excess of approximately plus or minus 0. 15 would

Operational data were also supplied by the Los be considered statistically significant at the 0.05 level
Angeles Department of Airports for landings per day by of significance. However, for purposes of explaining
runways on 25R, 25L; 24R and 24L; and by runway pairs the data and analysis herein, only the major significant

'Sifor 6L and 6R; and for 7L and 7R. Takeoff data Were correlations are presented and discussed. As expiained
supplied per day by runway pair for 25L and 25R, 24L later in this paper, 0. 3 is chosen as the value to define
and 24R, 6L and 6R, and for 7L and 71R. Operations at major significant correlations.
LAX, Miramar, and Lindbergh are typically westward
due to prevailing winds off the ocean. Occasionally 11. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
winds are such that the normal direction of operations Examination of the data in Table I shows a wide range
must reverse and takeoffs and landings are to the east, of sampling requirements from site to site depending on

'Ili test the relation of the monitored data in the vi- relative location and proximity to the runways, In
cinity of LAX with operations, various correlation many cases, the sample size requirements are quite

iAIII.k. 11, Zeroth lsg crrnss-ecarretsti,n between noise level recorded at s site and operations in
the vicinity t the sitle.

Rite Operationis strongly correlated with Correlion coefficient

Al None
A2 ElI/A PP/7 - WRI/DEP/25' 0.481
El WB/APP/25 0.308

WB/DEP/25 0.312
E2 WB/APP/25 0.400

WB/DEP/25 0.323
11 WB/APP/241t" 0.731

WB/APP/24 0.639
Wlt/APP/24 - EB/DEP/6 0.611

12 None..
Li WB/APP/25 0.436

WB/APP/25 - EB/DEP/7 0.406
1.2 WB/APP/25L 0.716
WI None..
W2 None..
W3 WB/APP/2411'

WA/APP/24 0.499
WR/APP/24 -EB/DE P/e 0.439

W4 Wlt/APP/241t" 0.419
* WttAPP/24 0.432

Wll/APP/241 KREPIDI/6 0.473

CRitAPP/7 WtIVDlt'/ari dt.m,,tos the sum of esthouni approaches on the 7 comrplex and went-
Iiw,, dioirturte own the 25 e..nipe.~
,IIt .k..It-m-e, the 14 complex. right runway.
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large. The large sample numbers may be due to the period. This time period was a period of heavy cloud
presence of strong positive autocorrelation, large cover, variable winds, And rain.' No explanatioi can
overall noise series variability from day to day, or be found in the weather or the operations for the peak
both. One could hope to observe that the number of exhibited on May 10. Similarly, examination of the

" P iautocorrelated sample days required grows smaller as data at site W2, the other "problem site." exhibits a
the sample site approaches the airport. Unfortunately, very strong peak on the 16th of July (day 77). Again.
this is not evident since stations A2, W2, and W3 each no weather-related or operations-related explAna i i
require substantial numbers of days. However, care- can be found. The two series of quantity X values -

Jut examination of these data, the operational data, and rived from the monitored CNEI, values at these two
weather conditions indicates possible explanations for sites were remodeled with the data for July 16 deleted
the greater variability found in two of these three sta- from the series at site W2 and the data for May l0 de-

lions. leted at site A2, respectively.

Site W3 has an autocorrelation factor of 4.5, which is At site W2, removal of the spike on July 16 did not
typical of the values found for all the monitoring sites change the model. That Is, the site noise series re-
in close proximity to the runways (except for A2 and mained totally random and removal of the spike only
W2 which are the other two sites near the runways served to decrease the variance, changing the sampling
which have relatively large sampling requirements) requirement from 20 to 16 days. Similarly, at site A2,
Site W3, however, exhibits a much higher coefficient of removal of the spike on May 10 (lid little to change its
variation than do the other sites in the vicinity of the results. However, removing both the spike on May 10
airport (except for site W2 which is again one of the and the spike on December 16 substantially altered the
three sites under discussion and site 12 which will be characteristics of the time series but did Little to
discussed later). Examination of the number of land- change the ultimate sampling requirements. Removal
ings per day on runway 24R, the operations which most of these two spikes revealed a model with a strong de-

* .; influence the noise received at Site W3, indicates a terministic trend. The time series strongly demon-
high degree of variation from day to day. The corre- strated a 7-day weekly cycle to the data in addition to
latlon coefficient between the landings on runway 24R the yearly cycle discussed above. Because of this
and the noise measured at Site W3 is 0.678. Although strong weekly cycle, the autocorrelation factor actually

, not shown herein, the number of landings per day on rose from its already high value of 8 to almost 25.
24R are much more variable than are the numbers of Similar results were found in the author's previous
landings per day on the other three runways (24L, 24R, paper.t However, removal of the spike at December
and 25L). Thus the high coefficient of variation in the 16 may not be justified because its presence can be
X data from Site W3, in reality, likely reflects the high explained by weather-related factors.
variation in the operations data. Examination of the cross-correlation data between

Site A2 exhibits a coefficient of variation which is operations and measured noise levels reveals some
much in line with the other stations near to the run- correlations to be as expected and others to present
ways (except W2 and W3). At this site, however, the some significant departures from expectations. The
autocorrelation factor is 8.2-a value which is much correlations between noise levels in the vicinity of the

% higher than the value for most of the other sites. Ex- east end of the north complex (24), and the correspond-
amination of this time series shows that the noise level ing north complex operations exhibit the most regulari-
generally rises during the warmer summer months. ty and are most as expected. That is, the landings on
Typically at Los Angeles, there are 12 days in which 24R are highly correlated with the data measured at
the high temperature exceeds 90*F.' This site mea- W3, the landings on 24L are well correlated with data
sures predominantly takeoff noise and is some 4000 ft measured at site W4. Also the data measured at these
further from start of roll than is site Al. Thus this two sites correlate well with the total operations over
site ts the only site which will be Influenced by the the east end of the north complex. The correlations
average temperature since temperature strongly affects with the data measured at site 11, indicate that landings
the efficiency of the turbojet engines -requiring longer on 24R correlate with these measurements but not the

AZ takeoff rolls Od lower altitudes over site A2 during landings on 24L. This also is a reasonable result. It
warm weather. In fact, this is the exact trend strongly is noted that the cross-correlations between operations
evident in the data; i.e., the average sound level goes up on the 24 complex and site W2 (to the north-side of the
during the warm weather months. Referring to Table complex) are generally small (effectively zero). This
I1, this conclusion is further supported by the fact that site is typified statistically as a random noise series
the cross-correlation between noise level monitored at with high coefficient of variability (1.05).
site A2 and the combination of eastbound approaches
and westbound departures on the south complex is quite Unfortunately, landings on the 25 complex do not ex-
high, a value of 0.481. hibit the same regularity and expected results as de-

scribed above for the 24 complex. Landings on 25L
Site A2 exhibits two predomina ,t peaks in the data in are well correlated with the noise measured at site L2,

addition to the general trend discussed above. One but landings on 25R were not found to be correlated
peak appears on the 10th of May (day 10) and the other with the data measured at site 1.A. However, the total
on the 16th of December (day 230). Many of the sta- of al operations or the total number of landings to, the
lions exhibit peaks in the mid-to-end of December time east of the south complex are both well correlated with
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the data measured at site Ll. This would seem to in- operations? In terms of sampling, requirements, how-
dicate that site Ll is such that at is located more nearly ever, these sites are quite consistent with the other
acoustically midway between the operations on 25L and sites, while the low autocorrelation tends to reduce the
25H, rather than as indicated in Fig. I. On the other saniple size requirements, the high variability brings
hand, the lower correlation for site L2 with overall them back in line with those sites with strong autocor -

operations and the generally higher correlation with the relation.
.specific landing operations on 25L indicate that it is

more nearly in line with 25L. Station 12 exhibits no Ill. AN ALTERNATE SAMPLING STRATEGY
correlation with any of the operations eitther taken
singly or in combination and like site W2, its noise the rather large s-iiipli, cequireia-iit reveal ov
series exhibits weak autocorrelation and a high r'ef- the analysis above suggest that an alternate strategy

uiceut of variation. iight ibe sought to reduce tie amloiunt oif samphnt .

When s iveral sit'ur iF t Iai, ,,,iitiored ,t a givt.i -fa
It must be noted that correlations developed between cilitv, it may becoine practical to induce independence,

nuiibers of operations aid measured data cannot lie in tw sample dtat.i by spaclli. successive iliservati(ois

expected to be extremely high because the measured iv a sufficien Lug distance. rflte tioretteal autoio'-

A data are being correlated with operations which iii, relati i l iction for the ARMA mdoel at a given site
-I represent a variety of noise levels. For example, car- can be useit to estiniate the spacing required to ap-

relations have been calculated with landings aliine wheii proximately ,,,idate th. initlepieili, ussuiption.
in reality on certain days the landings may be very low

and the takeoffs very high with the resulting noise levels For site El, the nidel was AR(lf with N 0.5.
also high. On the other hand, correlations have been The theoretical aulocorrelation luiiction Ior an AtO)

developed with total operations where there is no guar- process is given by 1), 1, p , 1, 1.2.3 ....

antee that these operations do not produce systematical- Hence, pI 0.5, p, 0.25, 1), 0. 125, p, 0.0625.

ly differing CNEL on differing days that is not re- 0.0312, etc., and th i tore, to practical purposes,

flected merely in the total number of operations. As a observations spaced by 5 or more Lags are uncorre-

result, correlation coefficients in excess of approxi- lated. In the case of site A], the oitnl was ARMA

mately 0.3 are considered signilicant at this stage of (2, 1) and the theoretical autocorrelation function is

analysis. given by:

The monitored data at sites 12 and W2 exhibit no sig-  PQ I

nificant correlation with operations in their respective I) (ri - o0:a ) ,. (I - ,t,')

vicinities. In addition, they share the same common

claracteristics of weak or no autocorrelation in the Pg Ppm1 . b ja,.., " 2
noise series and high levels of variability relative to Based on the mxiei paranii t

e , 
hc site Al, 1, 0.28,

their meai levels. This raises a question about the f), 0.23, 1), 0.00, t, 0.O8, 1. -0.03 uni again oh-
actual noise these sites are measuring; i.e., is this servations spaced by 5 or more itays are approximated
ninsiltored noise really strongly related t airport uncorrelated. fIgure 4 shows the theoretical autocor-

relation functions for sites El, II, and W5O. In de-
veloping sampling requirements based on induced inde-
pendence, the theoretical autocorrelations are assumed

ii to be effectively zero when the correlation coefficients

K  oja. Sit El damp to less than 0.05 in absolute value.

'I A similar strategy can be developed for randomly
i t spaced groups of days such as weekly blocks of data.
1 2 3 4 5 K

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the vicinity of airports, the data indicate that 30

continuous days of monitoring is a reasonable estimate
.b Site Al of the number of days required to achieve a precision

of . 2 to -3 dB of the true yearly CNEL (or DNL) value

I 2 5 4 " . .. with a 951i confidence level. Moreover, the autocor-
relation factors appear to be on the order of 4 to 5 for
sites in the immediate vicinity of the airport. How-
ever, in worst-case situations such as when the total
operations on a runway become highly variable ,such

as runway reversals) when seasonal load or weather
factors become significant, or when there is a weekly

K Sit WSO cycle to the data, then these iiumbers can become sig-

21 nificantly greater than 30 and 4, respectively. These

2ii I data indicate a wirst-casi requirement of 60 continuous5 t 15 ot Sdays in the vicinity of airports and a worst-case auto-
i.1(... 'h, elea ouinc(orrelailh- [unrtlonrl. correlation factor on tile order ofl 8.
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Because of the autocorrelatlon factor generally ex- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
hibited in most of the datta series, the number of sam- TeatosAedel netdt .V olnphng days can be significantly reduced by inducing ran- rhauhr rdelynd'ed1*WV.(lls
doness in the selection of days samtpled. That is and the Los Angeles D~epartmoent ot Airports for gra-
sample days can be selected sufficiently far apart to ciOusly supplying the data contained herein for analysis.
induce randomness in the data gathered, rather than
performidng continuous monitoring over the total number
of days. Also, because of the common sense potential
for long-term seasonal effects, it is recommended that

'S samples be selected from throughout the entire year.
A variety of strategies can be employed based on this
analysis. For example, one could: 'iD. C. I'II- ind L.. U. 'niuhrln, 'I s;iluiri tor( Spiii. 5;n

IlIg rehiqe for (nrninunitv N oi.,, Suris.W yii tR
(a) Sample for A continuous periodl of 30 (days or more. n,'arrh.- I SLuin (A. j(,.-,. %% 1(2T>- I . . I P \ I

'J. Strns el ut " ,, m I Nurs( Nonitti,n,- -% NlIU3!
S ~(b) Sample 14 days chosen randomly throughout the for Irnpilvn-.nboiI nn."% Wv I,- ,rh tI ig I A, i.

year, subject to the constraint that no twoi samiple days VI ;-S. I . s. II A 11 t71i .
-"S be less than 8 calendar days apart. I vvhI' . ,,r, %k. X. m-in, ..

(c) Sample approximately 3 one-week periods chol hmer. -Ih-v1-..pmn-% of ( o~.~ .npoo .. ,, r
i n NI .u. l,,r, ig Nois. ' .1. Aroursi. o. 66, 74;1-777randomly throughout the year, subject to the constraint 091

that no two sample weeks be consecutive. 'I .S. Arn i.oi sir,we I,, holil Mawual I %I ."12

* -The above can be used to achieve a precision Of 4 2 "Planlnng in lh-Ni,, I05 ln~ironionn,* -21 1 WIX nrc T

to -3 dB of the true yearly CNEIL or DNL at ;1 95',' 1',,,mtio ,nali I-eath (id Emit alo,,en VAieeqste fscI
level of confidence, Pf ac ulyic Healt F an Wu elfategit i.h ar Ii'7H~d %a-20

While the above analysis pertains only to airports in ifmarce An,fthin (i/ Jut,. Iim. .1pinnt*to-
*Southern California, subsequent analysis currently LosAeles iAlitentinitil A. ir Ian."lgi Data 0,

underway indicate that these sampling requirements are turnnirieit for 1977 rompiled andi tniilmnh.d ho Ithe Naitinnal
*approximately valid In the vicinity of major conmercial (ronnint an~t Aumostpheric Adminimtratio,,n Nau,,,nl lintIic

alrports on the east coast as well. 0-nher, Ashi.vitl, NU 2fisni.

71 .Aos.Sc mV l6,N .M rh18 .DSh mr n .ED'r Sudlvl ntevcnt farot 1
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APPENDIX C:
SAMPLING STRATEGIES FOR MONITORING NOISE
IN THE VICINITY OF AIRPORTS

P. D. Schomer
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R E. DeVor and W. A. Kine
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. University of Illinois at Urbij,,o- (haPiipaign. Ilinsoi%
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rhis paper is the third in a series dealing with the development of teinpiiral sampliiig si rategie. for
estimation of mean notse levels in the vicinity of airports. It estiiuds the previus analysis foir
wesicoast. one-direction airports Idue to prevailing wiiid.. to easicoast, mialtidirectiii airport.
l~iostiiLogtan. Washingiton l)ulles, and NaltinalI [hei results %how that [ tic data for inaii.1 it h

eastcuiast atirport stie Are nonstii inary fi the nican level and the ci rrespoiiidng LIIise Wiive
samplitig requiremenits predicted by the D~ynaiici D~ata Systein I)IS) methoidoilogy are veiy
large, at limesi exceeding 1/3 of a year. When the data are stationary. Miitite Carlo siiiiilaitiiiii
using the data produce samplitng requtremitus ciinparable to ft-e valucs obtineid by lte DDiS

.5 itmethodology. However, the D)1'S niethodology tends; it overetinnate samipling requiremcuit for
nonstattoflary, data. The simulations denionstrate that nonconsecutive samipling st rategues reduce

7 the overall sampling requirements for iloistationary data. In general, lte results reveal the
following: tat Westcoast (oite-direciin); j- 50% precisiiin- four weeks, any sampling strategy.
± 35% precitsion-eight weeks, any sampling strategy. (b) Eastcoast (multidtrectiinj. W
precision-four weeks, one from each quarter, 40% precision- --eight weeks. iine from each
eighth.

PACS numbers: 3SL.4.5m 35~

INTRODUCTION giis Lindbergh Field atid Mirainat Nasal Air Staion~i Anal.

This paper represents the third in a series dealing with ysis of these data showed a high degree iifposiive autukin re-

temporal sampling requirements for estimation for Jong- Ixtion in CNEL values from day-to-day. I his day-to-day
term average sound levels."2 The general problem is the as- potieaoorltonstobepcedeau ifrsi.
sociated statistical assessment of the precision of estimates of Ing winds, slowly varying weather fronts, and the relatively
mean sound level. With only a few exceptions such as the constant set of daily operations and fleet nmix at commercial
California Airport Noise Regulation.' most techniques in airports This autocorrelated nature of the data. particularly
use.. today" for sampling community noise cpill for sampling
over relatively short periodsofime c g.. from a few minutes
it) perhaps a single day. Ilowever, the tii varying nature (if

- noise datii wheii viewed as a time series (hourly iir daily aver
age%) suggests t hat shori-teruin saiipliiig iiiay lead iti %eriiiis
iiiaceuracies in% the estimation ut a loing-termi (yearly) nmeiin 1

- . noise level. For example, the 24-h periodic pattern fin hourly
mean sound level may vary from About 40) to M5 dB. The

* Co'(mmunity Noise Eq~uivalent Level (CN EL) or Day/Night
Average Sound Level (DNL) both commonly vary from 45
to 80) dB These wide ranges for sound level, together with
the fact that the data in general. exhibit high positive autii-
correlation and high coiefficients of variation suggest that
small and/or short sampling periods may provide both im \ I
precise and inaccurate mean value estimates. 0

The techniques of time series modeling, in general. pro-
vide a powerful methodology for assessment of mean level
estimatton precision and the formulation of sampling strate-
gies. In the first paper, the authors have described the use of
the Dynamic Data System IDDS) for performing these anal-
yses based on the fitting of A utoregressive- Moiing Average
(ARMA) timewsries models to the daily average noise level
data. This previouF paper utilized approximately one year's FGIiisnI's in.,,u up.i-Icu n ~~ i.,

daily CNEL data gathered at several %tites around San Die- inf ses

2041 .J Acousi Soe Am 73(6). June 1903 001-4966183/062041 10$0080 1983 Acousts.ai Soety ot A-,n,e. 204'
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the degree of Positive autocorrelation between neighboring
observations, increases the amount of consecutivesampling
required to estimate the long-term mean level with a given LEE
level of precision over sampling where independence is as-
sumned.

In ihe second paper, the dynamic data system method
.9 ~~was used to model approximately eight months of daily2 OARU

CNEL data gathered at 12 sites in the vicinity of the Los
Angeles International Airport. The results from these first
two papers were used to forni a set of guidelines for sampling ; ,;
strategis. iii the vicinity ofairport. 'These firsi papers used PAR,

('NH:. data and were for westcoast airports only. ARCOLA
I'li present paper extends the anialysis to casicoasi air- 111 0

piorts. and it) thfe use of DN L. SpecilicalIly, approximiately 13I
months ofdaily DNL data were ohtained for 15~ sites fin the - '-

-, vicinity (if Boston's Logan Airport and approximately nine
months of daily DNL data were obtained for nine sites in the
vicinity of Washington's Dulles Airport and 14 sites in the CHANTIL LY

*vicinity of Washington's National Airport. The dynamic pCHNTL-Y

data system method was again used to model these daily -''< - ____

DN L data. Monte Carlo simulations were performed to ver-
ify the -sampling requirements obtained from the DDS mod-neghN
eling of the data and to study alternatives to consecutive I

sampling. The results of these analyses, along with the re- 
suits of the two previous papers are used to form a set of AS.

guidelines for sampling strategies in the vicinity of airports.

FIG 3. Washingion Dutien Airpon Iioal irpot.fheCuhlfro he rs t

j/two ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -paer locaion ofe nois formlin a e f udlie fo apln ,-

2 1. THE DATA BASE
~jj ~ CHEVY CHASE Continuous daily monitored [)NL values were supplied

LANGLEY ST by Logan Airport for the period from I October 1978 to 31
14 POTA~C PALISADES October 1979 for the 15 monitoring locations indicated fit

HAIN MGE Fig. I. These daily DNL data were transformed to values
13 denoted by X, on a linear scale, proportiouial to time-weiht.

n1nh ded daily sound exposure as shown in E4. I1,

ROSSLYN 17 ne
THINEST As noted in earlier papers, these X values are used because

one is interested in estimating a yearly mean DNL or CNEL
value which by definition is estimated by the sample yearly

""mean arithmetic average) . Monitored data are frequently
,'""measured for far less than one year's time period, and it is the

purpose of this research to address the validity of techniques
to estimate this yeorly mean.

The time series ofose values at some ofathe locations were
divided into part A and part B at a gap in the data around the

FT FOOTE halfway mark. Due to sizeable gaps in some of the sites data.

v  Conly about one-half year of continuous data were available
,,O S yLoand modeled. Using the DDS method, ARMA models of

T vanou orders were developed for IS of the 16 above time
series of the quantity . (For a brief review of the modeling
methods and terminology. the reader is referred to Appendix
A I The estimated parameters were used to determine the
autocorrelation factor, coefficient of variation, and appro

FI- 2 Waonesnanm Naioi Aquwi.R@ ion ofnimmn nui eu prate sampling requirements for mean-level estimation

2042 J AcOvlt Soc Am. Vol 73. No 6. June 193 Somer efti Samsng siateegis--arpoles 2042
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The partitioning of the data, as mentioned above, pro- The DDS modeling resultso are listed in [ablefIfor all site.ii1
vides for the opportunity to examine the homogeneity of the Boston For those sites whosr (data were di.. ided into appt ..

stochastic structure of the data over the entire period of one imately two equal parts, modeling reoults are gi fIm rd,.
year Although the DDS models do not reveal seasonal var. part and for the entire data set Most ofthe daIawrre I ,.
iations., modeling data in different times of the year does to follow ARt 1)time series itiodels. with autokorreldn t. Ii
show some differences in stochastic structure at certain sites. tars commonly rangilg from 1 .1 to 3 (I The required sanipw
This fact leads to the postulation of several alternate sam- sizes for estimation 1if the mean v.ohin a , I*;,

piing strategies including sampling in each of the four sea- A) I + 2. - 3 dBf at the 95r;, confidence le'.el coimmionly % ar
sons. This will be discussed in detail later in the paper, ed from 10 t) 80 days Site 4A was. t he most c %trenice% csl

Runway operations data were unavailable at Boston tion. with a very high autociirrelaton factor oifto 15 itida
Logan. but all the sites were evaluated and the monitored correspondingly large %ample size of 114 day.. Sites I and 4
levels found to exceed reasonable estimates of the communi- fin the same general areal als.o have higher than a% erage aut-
tnoise in the absence of aircraft. Thus the monitored data correlation factors. Almost all the coeftaiertis (of variation

were assumed to he predominantly aircraft noise and subject range from 0.6 to 1 3
ito a constant set of prevailing operations. The data which w er- divided into t *i. part.. are usedl i,

Data Were Analyzed from Washington National and more carefully examine the lioig-termni yearly Iiund~ chita.L
Dutles Airports for the period of 17 March 1Q79 to 14 De. ieristic'.(lahle I Iii %time casesII..iie-.. S. and( X,. thc tit iool
ceniher 19781. At Diilles Airport. the daily number ofarrivals ing results are vcry s.imilar tit term-. iof htth aut. i rrelat ii
aiid departureto are %ignificantly less than at Los Angeles or factor and coefficieiit of variatioii, gi% ing ris.e toi very .iiilar

Ilosiort. and for both Washington Airports. the monitoring samplinig requirement% I-or other. -.ites 1, 4. and too. tie
sites were generally positioned farther from the airport (sec results are somewhat differevit Of particular interest i, fi:
Figs. 2 and 31. For the Washington Airports, it was attempt- fact that modeling of the combined data fur sites 3. 4. And 6

'at ~ed todetermine whethereach site was monitoring predomin- prooduces sampling requirements generally larger than for
I ately aircraft or community noise. Monthly Federal Avi- either part For site 3. the main difference in the modeling

ation Administration noise level plots (Fig. 4) served as the results is the autocorrelation factor For this sit. exatninA-
basis for this classification process. The sample plot in Fig. 4 tion of the data (Fig. 5(a)] reveals a gradual upward t rend
shows the airport noise level (indicated by the LEQA hatch- from the middle of the second part (if the data This non-.ta-
ingi standing clearly above the background community tionary tendency increases the iirder oif the miodel and pr..-
noise level of about 65 dB. Plots of this type were studied for duced a higher autocorrelation factor due to A model root
all of the National and Dulles sites. In some cases, a site approaching 1.0. For site 6. the second half olithe data has.a
could be unquestionably classified as either an airport or a more random structure with corresponding jutocorrelatiiti
community noise site, but in other cases it was necessary to factor equal to 1 0. In examining site 4. it is seen in Tahle I
classify a site as a mixed airport and community noise site, that the model for ihe first part of the year gives nse ti a very

Il. ISCSSIO OFMODLINGRESLTSlarge sampling requirement. 134 days. This is 2.5 Ilimes

II. ISCSSIO OFMODLINGRESLTSgreater than any other site. Examination of the data (Fig.
A. 111Bos Logan Ush S(biJ shows a large downward shift in the mean level of the

For Boston's Logan Airport. frequency histograms and data after about the first two months. This nonstationarity
time series plots were developed and can be found in Ref. 6. has produced a model with high autocorrelation factor. Al-

9400-

*0 MEA5UMNT LCAT10OLD1. TOWNs VAMN OF 00AY ERA4 is1

411200. L5 7LCe
1.90 51

0 700o iLEO .70 FICY 4 Ty.pical FAA nitiihl1 data
Lam 72summary at a Washington monitoring

7000- site In this. FAA figure, LIEQA- arc
the equivaleni inetes (by htor resuling
frome Aircraft inoi..n "LRiQ( are the

o /~ / nuialn levels resulting from inonair
w / erafi community noises and LEO aire
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1 .00

"l ADE I tIo ioh I nln t)S mangnl rulh, Ill. COMPARISON OF EASTCOAST AND WESTCOAST

AIRPORTS
(X" ,rlcc I o'II il Au 'lworrclat. SI n ah-

St, Mmicil varfialgon I., h1W %I/ In surninar siing I he modeling resul Is acroass the |ii I,,l i
- and Washington Aiiport%. it becotati% appateI that a flunl

IA ARil 0 14 4494 17
,. In AW ill 05.6 I1 "/t

I ARI 2. 0.62 166 114
411 ARMAj2. 2 047 301 54)
1A ARi) 086 24K 2Q
I" ARMA(i. i) (1944 4 I4

-" AR{li 017 496 ( 3S4A ARMAi2. h11 115 h 15 114 3 (a) BOSTON SITE 3

411 ARMAj2. I 1 093 30 5; 4
,4 AR12i 113 62K 128, '

hA ARMAI?. 7 1114 2 77 - 2.1

nil While non 1(24 1 II1 2S
11 ARMAII. 11 I 25 117 7)

0 W 14
7 AR ii 1.9 I 1 26

?A A ili (0147 (95 27
$il ARil) (0 ) 1 44 25

8 ARMA 1 . 21 (Oil 21 $1
4 ARII 156 14 h4

Ia) White niUf 0) 21 Ill) 16 0a
1I ARMi 01984 141 22 0 50 00o 150 200 250
I. ARII) (191 (44 201 BAY MUMI.R
I I ARIiI 0144 1(34 it,
14 ARIII ( 43 2115 h 8
I' ARIIi ( 5 19) 24

15I (b I BOSTON SITE 4

though 1no records are available to the authors such a data
irind could he caused by a marked and sustained change in I 2

runway activity or flight patterns or. perhaps instrumenta-
tion problems. The combined model appears dominated by t
the trend in the first part of the data and shows large sam- .
pling requirements.

B. Washington Dulles and National sltos

DDS modeling was performed for each site in the vicin- 3
ity of Dulles and National Airports. Site classification and
modeling results are summarized in Tables I1. Ill, and IV
lairport sites, community sites, and mixed sites, respective- °0. 0 00 I0 20a 250
ly) Low-order models resulted for most of the sites, with a MY NUMBER

first-order autoregressive model, AR( I), being common. The
sampling requirements for all the Washington sites are gen-

erally similar to those for the Logan sites.
Tables 11. 111, and IV indicate that several Washington 35 (CI DULLES SITE 6

Dulles and National sites exhibit wide differences in model-
ing results when each part and the combined data are exam-
ined separately. In particular, for seven sites (Dulles 1. 6, 7,
and 10 and National 14, 21, and 22), DDS modeling results i
vary considerably from one part of the data to the other and t"2 I
sampling requirements based on the combined data models
are generally larger than for either part. Examination of the 1
time series data show nonstationary trends either within or
across hoth parts of the data. These trends can again be char-
acterized as a shifting of the mean level of the data. The
exrcinc case Is Dulles site 6 which has small sampling re-. ._1"
quoi ment, for each half (N 5) hut a very large require- 00 5 0 " ,. 3'>

lint IN 151 for the cimbined dat,. 'l is siue's data [Fig. DAY N,)MBr

51.cl show a marked shift in the mean level at about the mid-

year point. ti l Skpc'i Ii. IIIew- l' (sit it i. ..
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7 2~ AI F~ 11 Watingion National and Dulles Airpitet waes-DDS modeling result% ont origmnal data

Coculkienl
OfAuiocorrelation Sample

*Airport Site Moudel wartticon factor Site

Dulles 7A ARIII 0511 49 7
DuOslles 7B ARIII 063 250 17
Dulles 7 ARMAII. 3) 0.3£ (1 27 44
National 13A White noise 183 1,0 5X 4
National 133 AR12) 0.66 3 25 23
National 13 ARMA14. 31 1 40 1.47 4£
National 14A ARII) 0.47 149 6
National 14B ARI2) 062 309 19
National 14 ARMA12. 2) 061 16.39 97
National 15A White noise 0.86 10 11 2
National 15B ARII) 080 2 79 19
National Is Alt)I) 091 36 11
National 26 AR)2) 0.33 256 12
National 29) ARI2) 092 282 23

TAB3LE III Washington National and Duies community sites-DDS modeling results.

Coefficiesit
ofAutocorrelation Sample

Airport Site Model variation factor size

11u01ef IA Whitenime 0.52 2.00 5
Dualles 23B ARII) 0.95 2.06 32
Dulles I AIRMAIL.1) 0.58 7.24 90
Dulles 4 Nomuaionsary 0.53....
Dulles 5 AR)3) 0.64 20.28 67

*Dulles 9 ARII) 048 1.77 7
National 24 ARII) 0.43 5.24 14

p TABLE IV Washigton National and Dulles mixed ulea-DDS modeling results.

* Coefficient
or Autooorrelation Sample

Airport Site Model vatriation 1actoe Size

National 33 AR12) 0.36 2.65 6
Dulles 6A While noise 2.47 2.00 5
Dules 63 ARII) 0.37 2.12 3
Dulles 6 ARMAII 12 ) 2.44 4.78 158
Dulles BA Wince none 1.55 1200 9
D~ulles Be Wlute nmas 202 2.00 11
Dulles I While noise 0.72 12 20 t
Dulles IOA ARlIl 0.76 262 23
Dulles l09 Nostasassaey 0.62
Dulles 20 ARMAI3,31 0.m0 302 62

-National I ARMA)2.21 080 22(00 112
National I2 AR121 065 380o 26
Natamall Is Whate nowe 092 2(5) 14

7,National 20A Whilenowe 035 213 nI2
National 20111 ARIll 0.32 1 67 7
National 20 White noise 0174 203i 20
Natiomal 21A Nossatioary 0.62
National 223 AR(II 203 125 32
Natinal "I ARMAIS, 1) 0.62 152 67

*National 22A AR~l) 0.83 2130 15
National 223 AR)21 0.30 4.33 50

aNatinal 22 ARMAII, 1) 032 1479 159
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berofthe sites exhibit nonstationary behavior. viz., changing wind) rasli.a.,l arporls Ihesc resuIts pio,.ltc vri a , I am
mean level over the year. As a result, long-term consecutive pling requirements for the wesic.asl airports which are ge.
sampling requirements are very large, often constituting erally lower than those for the eastconst airports
more than one-third of a year. This result is much different Date and modeling results from the Dulles and Nation
than the sampling requirements analysis for the westcoast at community sites and mixed stes are surprising to that the)
airports which exhibit, in general, stationary stochastic do not appear to differ significantly from the airp rt data
structure over an entire year's data. In attempting to delin- That is, the autocorrelation factors, coefficients ot darliton
eate differences in the characteristics of eastcoast and west- and therefore overall sample size requirements do not ap
coast airports and the sampled data obtained, two obscrva- pear to differ significantly among types of sites
!ions can be noted: (1) the westcoast airports are
one-runway-direction airports, and (2) the monitoring sites IV. MONTE CARLO STUDY OF GENERALIZED
for the westcoast airports are generally located closer to the SAMPLING STRATEGIES

% runways. Because of the presence of nonstationary trends and
The results relative to the eastcoast airports suggest large sampling requirements for some of the data, Monte

that any analysis should be confined to data covering sub- Carlo sampling experiments were performed with the Los
" %stantially a period of a year. Thus the remainder of this paper Angeles. Boston, and Washington data Through such simu-

* will focus only on sites for which a full year's data were lations, generalized sampling strategies including alterna-
available. tives to consecutive sampling may be examined Such alter-

Figure 6 summarizes the results for all of the airports nate strategies may require fewer total samples than
modeled (airport sites only), including Dulles, National, and consecutive sampling and provide a means to accommodate
Logan from this paper and Los Angeles lincluding one site trends in the airport nois,: data over a period of about one
from Lindberg Field) from the author's previous papers. year.
This figure was constructed to more graphically represent Sampling experiments were performed on those sites
the similarities and differences among the airports in terms with one year of reasonably continuous data In the first set
oftheir sampling characteristics. The result% generally show of experiments, the total number of samples taken to eti-
that the westcoast airports (typically one-direction, due to mate the mean noise level for each strategy was 29 days
prevailing winds off the ocean) tend to have lower coeffi. Four sampling strategies were investigated; (1) 28 days ran-
cients of variation and comparable autocorrelation factors domly spaced throughout the year. (2) one week of consecu-
relative to the multirunway and/or multidirection (variable tive sampling in each quarter of the year. (3) two weeks of

consecutive sampling in each half of the year, and (4) 28
consecutive cays.

COEFFCIENTS OF VARIATION For each strategy, the starting date was selected ran-

L.A domly for each sample or group ofsamples. For each site, the
I I I sampling strategy was repeated 20 times. For each trial, the

4 .8 1.0 1 sample mean noise level was calculated, and the variability
r- . • T , L m in means among the trials was used to estimate the variance

4 4 10 4 IC 1 of sample means. This variance estimate together with the

- 0
G T  

appropriate i statistic (t1.,,, = 2.039) was used to develop2 4 0 1 14 an estimate of predictive precision as a percentage of the

population mean at the a = 0.05 significance level. For the
AUTOCORRELATION FACTORS time series approach, it was desired to determine the require.

. a 1 -A --- , -_ - ments for consecutive sampling to estimate the mean noise1 2 4 5 7 a ~ level within ± 50% of the mean at the 95% confidence lev-

~ .~. *~. .~- ~el. For these Monte Carlo sampling experiments, the percent
1 • s . precision P for each sampling strategy is computed.

,, r- ---r--.---._-s. _ .r _o'IN...,= In a second set ofexperiments a total of 56 samples were
2 s 4 5 , 0 9 6.4 taken. Five sampling strategies were considered: (I)56 days

randomly spaced throughout the year, (2) one week of con-
SAMPLE SIZES (DAYS) secutive sampling in each eighth of the year, (3) two weeks of

L.A consecutive sampling in each quarter of the year, (4) four
0 -_ .0 0 . , s ' 7i) weeks of consecutive sampling in each half of the year, and
0 0, .O (5) 56 consecutive days.

0-._, . -Figure 7(a) through 7(g) show the Monte Carlo simula-
-. 0 0 20 30 40 so 60 70 so 2d tion results for Los Angeles, Boston, National, and Dulles

,11 --i -A, • ' O TON,-4 Airports, respectively. In examining these figures, a number0 0 20 30 40 s0 66 7 0 97 of important observations are noted. For Los Angeles, peti-

FIG 6. Awpn modeling results. Toe"D" in the Washington Airport la odic sampling does indicate a slight but not marked im-
indicates Dullessites and the "S in the Los Anglel Airport data indicates provement in predictive precision over consecutive sam-

'. the Lind rg Field site. pling. With the exception of two sites, the Los Angeles

20" J. Acousrt. Soc. Am., Vol. 73. No. 6, juna 1963 Schtior t iSamping stratagia-airports 2046
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results show that a : 50% precision can be attained with 28 For the sites exhibiting nonstationar) behavior at Bos-
samples, regardless of the sampling strategy chosen. For ton. Dulles, and National, the comparison ofthe DDS mod-
Boston Logan and the Washington Airports significant ia- eling and simulation results are not always consistent In
provements in the predictive precision can be achieved by particular, the DDS models may overquote the consecutive
periodic sampling. e.g., one week from each quarter over the sampling requirements necessary to achieve a particulai le -:r':year. This is particularly true for those sites which exhibited el of precision when compared with the simulation results

nonstationary behavior. To guarantee a ± 60% precision This is particularly true for site 6 at Boston, site 6 at Dulles
level for these airports it is required to sample one week from and sites 14 and 22 at National. For a comprehensive exam-
each quarter over the entire year. nation of the Monte Carlo simulation results, the reader is

In considering the results ofthe simulation experiments directed to the Appendix.
involving requirements of 56 days of sampling it is noted that
for Los Angeles. ± 35% predictive precision is obtained for V. CONCLUSIONS
all sites regardless of the sampling strategy except for sites 12 The results generally show that the westcoast airports
and W3. For these two sites ± 35% precision is attainable (typically one-direction due to prevailing winds) tend to have
by sampling for one week out of each eighth of the year. For lower coefficients of variation and comparable autocorrela-
the Boston and Washington Airports, ± 40% precision can tion factors relative to the multirunway and/or multidirec-
be achieved for all sites if eight one-week samples are taken, tion (variable wind) eastcoas airport% These results produce
one from each eighth of the year. overall consecutive sampling requirement for the wesicoast

For Los Angeles, the DDS modeling consecutive sam- airports which are generally lower than those for the east-
pling requirements and those obtained from the Monte coast airports.
Carlo simulationi are generally about Ihe same Isee Table V). Many of the eastcoast airport sites exhibit nonstaton-
Thes sites exhibit stationary stochastic structure for the en- ary trends. This nonstationary condition is evidenced by
tire year and the simulations verify the credibility of the vastly different models and resulting sampling requirements
DDS modeling results. The same comparion holds for Bos- for the data as whole or for one part of the data when com-
ton sites i. 5, 8, Dulles site 8, and National sites IS and 20. pared with the other part. Typically, the sampling require-
These sites exhibit stationary behavior. ments for the entire year's data greatly exceed the require-

"' ments derived for one or both parts.

Monte Carlo simulations using the data show similar
results to the DDS methodology when the data are station-

TABLE V. Comparison of DDS and Monte Carlo simulation results. ary. However, the DDS methodology overestimates the
5. sampling requirements for nonstationary data. Moreover,

DDS otodeling Monte Carlo Monte Carlo the Monte Carlo simulations show that nonconsecutive sam-
rmults simulation imultiion
consecutive results %P for 28 results %P for 56 pling strategies for nonstationary data reduce the overall
saipis for cnsecutive consecutive sampling requirements.

Site P - ± 50% smamplsa smples These results can be generalized to the eastcoast and

LAX At 6 26.0 17.O westcosst airports as follows: (a) Westcoast (one-direction);
t.AX A2 19 32.0 22.0 ± 50% precision-four weeks, any sampling strategy.
LAX El 4 24.0 iS.n ± 35% precision---eight weeks, any sampling strategy. lbl
LAX E2 A 32.0 24.0 Eastcost (multidirection); ± 60% precision-four weeks,
LAX 12 30 70 470 one from each quarter. ± 40% precision--eight weeks, oneLAX LZ I I 3S.0 16.0

StAX W2 16 36.0 250 from each eighth.
LAX W3 60 I,0 520 In general, the stationary airport sites are modeled as
i.AX W4 II 40.0 250 AR(I) processes. Occasionally, there are, white noise sites
Boston I 11 40.0 250
Boston 3 60 71.0 750 and, occasionally, there are nonstationary sites. The com-
DBsn 4 128 12l.0 11e. munity sites and the mixed sites also are generally AR(I)
Boston 5 35 65.0 49.0 models.
Boston 6 79 93.0 42.0
Boston 8 31 51.0 39.0
Dulks 1 90 57.0 46.0 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Dulls , NonttMonary 74.0 47.0
Dulles 6 151 93.0 56.0 The authors are indebted to Boston's Logan Airport

5 Du 7 34 47.0 24.0 and to the FAA (Dulles and National Airports) for gracious-
Dulls a 10 32.0 20.0 ly making available the data used in this study.
Dulls t0 62 55.0 39.0

% National 13 48 72.0 46.0
Notional 14 97 55.0 52.0 APPENDIX A: STOCHASTIC MODELING BY THE
National IS is 47.0 35.0 DYNAMIC DATA SYSTEM (DOS) METHOD
National Ii 14 96.0 900 The method of dynamic data system (DDS) provides for
Naiional 20 tO 26.0 20.0
Notional 21 67 74.0 370 the development of parametric stochastic time series models
National 22 159 800 660 of the autoregressive-moving average (ARMAI class. Dai-

14,: ly sound exposure (Eq. (I)] when viewed as a time senes of
,%
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valuesX,.X 2..... XA has been shown to be well characterized AR(l): X, = #,X, + a,
by such models "2 which makes it possible to determine the AR(21: X, = 4,X, + OX, 2- a,
precision associated with an estimate of the yearly mean
sound exposure level when the observed daily values X, are ARMA(l.I : X, = ,X, +a, -ea,
autocorrelated. The ARMA models fit to the daily sound exposure time

The general ARMA model is given by series X, may be used to estimate the precision associated

X, = O,X, I + 0.X, 2 + ... + .X, , +a, with the sample mean I It can be shown' that the variance

-O,a -62a, 2 .... ,a, estimate of the sample mean is given by

where X, is the noise level (daily average) for day , a, is the Variance(X) = -- I - 0, 1 -
o- , random disturbance for day 1. are autoregressive N , j

" parameters, and. e,... are moving average parameters, where o. is the residual mean square for the fitted ARMA
* Given the time series X,. the appropriate order of the model. Given the above variance estimate, 100(I -a)%

ARMA madel, viz.. the proper values for n and m, may be confidence intervals of the form
.,4. determied and the parameters of the model may be estimat-

%." edby the method ofleast-squares For details of the modeling -'±'N J-.. ,,1 ,,/ IVaflance(XJ'
procedures, the reader i% referred to Ref. 7. The majority of may be obtained for the true yearly mean sound cxposurc
the fitted ARMA models obtained for the data analyzed in level, therrby providing an estimate ofthe preclision as.ociat-
this paper are of relatively low order, e.g.. ed with the sample mean X.

a' APPENDIX 0..

Sampling strategy
28 28

One week Two weeks consecutive random
four times per year two times per year days days

, Site %P %P %P %P

Los Angeles Al 20.0 23.0 26.0 15.0
Los Angeles A2 21.0 20.0 32.0 14.0
Los Angeles El 14.0 18.0 24.0 11.0
Los Angeles E2 13.0 22.0 32.0 10.0
Los Angeles it 44.0 54.0 49.0 27.0
Los Angeles 12 52.0 83.0 77.0 49.0
Los Angeles Ll 16.0 25.0 37.0 12.0
Los Angeles L2 31.0 35.0 35.0 20.0
Los Angeles W2 48.0 42.0 36.0 58.0
Los Angeles W3 78.0 81.0 81.0 45.0
Los Angeles W4 24.0 46.0 40.0 21.0
Boston I 24.0 37.0 40.0 21.0
Boston 3 40.0 66.0 71.0 39.0
Boston 4 63.0 96.0 121.0 59.0
"oston 5 54.0 59.0 65.0 39.0
Boston 6 53.0 77.0 93.0 57.0
Boston 8 56.0 43.0 51.0 38.0
Dulles 1 41.0 57.0 57.0 30.0
Dulles 4 44.0 62.0 74.0 16.0
Dulles 6 55.0 64.0 93.0 30.0

" Dulles 7 32.0 37.0 47.0 21.0
- Dulles 8 35.0 32.0 32.0 28.0

Dulles It 39.0 55.0 55.0 25.0
National 13 62.0 74.0 72.0 57.0
National 14 25.0 50.0 55.0 21.0

. National 15 29}0 45.0 47 0 30 0
illottal 18 34.) 94.0 96.0 44.0

N,t;,,7 : .!0 .;s 0 29).0 26 O 43.0

."i.',', .... 1 hl,04 0 740 25 (
??N C) '500 8(0.0 1.3.0

11) .J Acis,,i ;n, n i l No 1,. 963 Schotealil Sampingstratetia.-airors 2049
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Sampling strategy

One week Twio weeks Four weeks 56t 56
eight timse, four times IWO times con%ccullSC ranidom

per year per year per year day-, day,
*Site % P% /

Los Angles Al1 12.0 19.0 20.0 170 10 0
io- Angeles A2 I 10 24.0 2 1.0 22 o 1.0
I ts A ngelen 1t 1 [H) 13.0) 15.0 15 0 !0 1

1 r,~ Angeles 11 240 310.0) 371 10 0 2s )
I *is Aitgelev 42 14 i) ;S.0 21).)) 47(1 15.0
1 its A ngeles. 1 10 0t 1tI2)) 211 0 ~ ) 460 4
los A rgeles 1.2 INA1) .1.1). 1) 191) (It 17.0)
itos Angeles W2 24.01 2K8) 20)A 25.0 19r
.its Angeles W A 101 39O 47,1) 520( 16.0

i.os Angeles W4 I19.0) 29,0 30.0) 29.0 I 7.0
ulositon 1 21.0 15.0 25.0 25.0 16.0
Boston 3 30.1) 35.1) 311.0 7K.)) 16.0
Hoiston 4 39.0 47.0 56.0 11603 25A0
Boston 5 34.0 27.0 27.0 49.() 25 0
Boston b 27.0) 43.0 3Q.0 42.0 31.0
Boston 11 26.0 35.0 25.0 39.0 23.1)

Dulles 2 70 30.0 40.0 46.0 29.02
Dulles 4 23.0 34.0 47.0 47.0 14.0
Dulles 0 311.0 51.0 39.0 56.1) 34.0
Dulles 7 16.0 21.0 31.0) 24.0 15.0
Dulles K 17.0) 13.0 27.0 20.0 22.0
Dulles It) 27.03 32.0 50.0 39.0 I13.0
National 1.3 32.)) h0.0) 43.0 46.0 40.0)
National 14 17.0) 25.0 39.0 523.0 14.0
National 15 19.0 23.0 32.0 35.0 24.0!
National Ilk A5.0 56. '75.0 90.0 32.0
National 210 20.0 21.0 21.0 20.0 22.0
National 21 28.1) 58.0 58.0 57.0 24.0
National 22 181.0 40.) 56.0 66.0 111.0

'ft E. DeVin, P.t. Schomer. W A. Kine, and R D, Neathame.l-i-vel- Rep WR 77-S.U.S. EPA 11977.
ipmnent of) Temporal Sampling Strategies for Moitoiiring Noise,' J. 'J. Stearns et al, "Community Noise Monitoring-A Manual for tmpke-
Acoust. &)c Am. ". 763-77111979). meition." Wyle Research. El Segundo. CA. Rep WR 76-8, U.S EPA

'P D. Schomer and R. E. DeVor. "Temporal Sampling Requirements for 119761
Eainsatrom of Lorog-Term, Average Soiund Levels in the Vicinity of Air. 'P D. Schtomer et ai.. -Temporal Sampling Requirements for Estimating
Pons.- J. Acmisi Soc. Am. 6. 713-7191148 11. the Mean Level in the Vicinity of Military Installations." U.S Ansi
'State or California. Department of Aeronautics. Title 2 1. Suhchapier Ii, ('onst. Eng. Res. Lab. Tech. Rep. N-l0t (April 1981j.
Noiv Standards, 281 November 1970. Rev. 22 June 1Q79. 'S, M. Pundit and S. M. Wu, 7imeseriandSytemAnlysu Madelii and

'D, C. Pie% and L. C. Sutherland. "*Evaluation of Spatial Sampling Tech- Applicaionvs (Wiley. New York, 19821.
inques for Ciimmunity Noose Surveys." Wyle Research. El Segundo. CA,

av~p.
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